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1. Software Integration and
Dynamic Modules

1.1

Introduction and Motivation

The integration of mathematical software into interactive general purpose computer algebra systems (CAS) respectively interacting with CAS and special
purpose tools like numericallibraries etc., is gaining more and more relevancy
in research and for scientific computing in industry - see [5, 10, 14, 15, 38, 100).
This thesis discusses common approaches of software integration in CAS and
presents a new concept called Dynamic Modules which leads to an open and
modular CAS kernel design and enables CAS developers and users to really
extend such systems at runtime in an easy, flexible and very efficient way.
The concept of Dynamic Modules emphasizes CAS written in the C/C++ programming language. It was implemented for the first time in the CAS MuPAD
[72, 78, 85] and was introduced publicly at the conferences IMACS ACA'97 [80]
and ISSAC'97 [81] and the World Business Fair CeBIT'99 [100).

1.1.1

Interactive General Purpose CAS

Interactive general purpose CAS are working environments for doing symbolic
and algebraic computations as weIl as numerical calculations. They are used in
mathematics, several kinds of engineering and for scientific computing.
They are mostly divided into three main components: the front end, the kernel
and the library. Figure 1.1 shows a generalized scheme of them.
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Figure 1.1: Gomponents of an Interactive General Purpose GAS
The front end typically consists of a session window (e.g. a notebook interface)
and a graphics tool and may also include tools like adebugger or profiler for
mathematical algorithms, etc.
The kemel is the heart of the GAS. It provides (mathematical) data structures
and a basic set of so-called built-in junctions for arbitrary precision arithmetic
and formula manipulation as weil as an instruction set which defines a high-level
programming language for implementing more sophisticated mathematical algorithms. Modem GAS also provide features for object-oriented programming.
The library is written in the programming language defined by the kernel and
contains most of the mathematical knowledge of aGAS. It is usually divided into
so-called library packages containing library junctions which are interpreted by
the kemel when they are executed at runtime. For this, the library functions,
as weil as any user input, are first processed by the parser (see Figure 1.2)
which reads in the instructions as character strings and transforms them into the
intemal representation of GAS objects. 1 These are then evaluated by recursively
visiting each node in pre-order and substituting it with its derivation. The result
of this process is a new object which is transcribed into a user readable output
and is displayed by the 1/0 system of the kemel respectively the front end.
A more detailed description of the internal structure of the computer algebra
system MuPAD is given in Part 11, Chapter 4 Inside MuPAD.
Examples of important and widely used interactive general purpose GAS are:
AXIOM [37], Derive [77], Macsyma [45], Maple [11], Mathematica [108], MuPAD
[l01], and Reduce [34]. While, e.g., AXIOM2 and Reduce use aGAS kemel written
in the Lisp programming language, other systems, namely Maple, Mathematica
and MuPAD, are written in the C/G++ programming language. 3
1 CAS

objects are usually represented intemally using directed acyclic graphs.
the Mini-Symposium of ISSAC'98 in July 1998 at the University of Rostock in Germany, NAG Linlited announced that Axiom will not be further developed by NAG Linlited.
Its relevancy may thus further decrease with respect to research e/forts and market share.
3 Please refer to the corresponding manuals and web sites [105] for details.
2 ün
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of a CAS Interpreter
With respect to their market share and their presence in research, today, C/C++
written CAS belong to the most relevant systems. MuPAD provides the author of
this thesis full access to the source code and enables hirn to make newly developed concepts of software integration avai lable to a broad field of users. Due to
these facts , this thesis emphasizes interactive general purpose CAS written in
C/C++ to build a bridge between current research and concrete applications.

1.1.2

Problems with Interactive General Purpose CAS

Today, interactive general purpose CAS are no longer isolated tools only for use
by mathematicians, but are widely used for research in several domains, like
computer science, physics, mechanical and electrical engineering, e.g. at universities and other research institutions, for education at schools and universities
and also for scientific computing in industry.
To support th is very wide area of applications, interactive general purpose CAS
provide a lot of algorithms from different fields of mathematics, like linear algebra, linear optimization, combinatorics, number theory, numerics, Groebner
bases, differential equations, statistics and many more.
This generality is both a strength of these systems and a weakness: the overhead
which is needed to provide this generality and ft exibility of data structures and
algorithms typically leads to relatively low performance, with the consequence
that these systems often cannot be used for huge, sophisticated problems, socalled Teal woTld applications. Thus, to solve real world applications with a
reasonable amount of memory and time, it is often necessary to switch to socalled special pUTpose tools (see Section 1.1.3.2) .
In interactive general purpose CAS, most algorithms as weil as the user input are
given in the high-level programming language defi ned by the CAS kernel and are
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interpreted at runtime. This is very convenient to the user. It allows interactive
definition and manipulation of user functions, rapid-prototyping as weIl as selfmanipulating programs. But using this high-level programming language is less
efficient than writing applications in a lower-level programming language such
as C, C++ or Fortran. This means, that for special applications, users may need
to switch to so-called computer algebra C/C++ libraries (discussed in Section
1.1.3.1) which can be used within the user's C, C++ or Fortran code.
To ship around these problems some general purpose CAS satisfy the need of
special interest groups by integrating specialized algorithms and data structures.
For example, Mathematica emphasizes the needs of engineers in numerics and
graphics by providing, e.g., special solvers for ordinary differential equations and
Groebner bases as built-in functions. The fact that they are linked statically
into the kernel (this is discussed in more detail in Section 1.1.4.1) leads to a
huge monolithic system which needs a lot of resources and is hard to maintain.
On the other hand, Maple meets the needs of research by providing a very large
and high quality library. This approach is much more flexible than integrating
the functionality into the kernel. It reduces the time and cost of development
and simplifies maintenance. But alas, it is also less efficient and does not solve
the problem of handling with real world applications.
Furthermore, many real world applications need both sophisticated symbolic
computations and very fast numerical calculations, e.g. when defining and computing models for arbitrary robots and simulating their movements in real time.
For this, CAS and specialized numeric and graphics tools must interact, building
larger problem solving environments. Thus, very efficient and flexible concepts
of software integration are needed to enable CAS developers and users to easily
and conveniently realize very fast interactions between CAS and other software
components.
To strengthen the relevancy of interactive general purpose CAS in the future,
these have to satisfy the needs of scientific computing with respect to efficiency
and flexibility, reducing the amount of memory and time that is needed for
computations and allowing fast and easy user extensions on both programming
levels, the library as weIl as the kernel programming level. This means, for
the generalization of CAS, i.e. to provide more efficient algorithms from new
domains, as weIl as for their specialization, i.e. to provide very specialized algorithms and data structures for very specific domains, efficient and flexible
concepts of software integration are needed to support a modular CAS kernel design. These concepts must consider the existence and the advantages of
computer algebra C/C++ libraries and special purpose tools as described in the
following sections.
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CA C/C++ Libraries and Special Purpose Tools

In addition to interactive general purpose CAS, two other approaches for doing
symbolic and algebraic computations are widely used: computer algebra G/G++
libraries and special purpose GAS.

1.1.3.1

Computer Algebra Libraries

Computer algebra C/C++ libraries are provided as C/C++ source code or
as pre-compiled machine code library archives. In contrast to interactive CAS,
they usually do not provide an interpreter (see Figure 1.2) to interactively write,
change and run user-defined algorithms. Instead, the user has to write a C/C++
program using the mathematical routines of the computer algebra library and
indude his/her own input and output routines. This must be compiled and
linked with the computer algebra library to produce a machine code program
which then can be executed.
Examples of weIl known computer algebra C/C++ libraries are: the SACLIB
package [43) for symbolic and algebraic computations, the NTL C++ dass library [73) for doing number theory and the PARI [7)library providing arbitrary
precision arithmetic with a large collection of special functions.
Due to the fact that all algorithms are compiled to machine code and need not be
interpreted at runtime, applications using computer algebra libraries are usually
significantly faster than algorithms written in the programming language of an
interactive general purpose CAS.
Furthermore, typically, computer algebra libraries use more specialized and thus
more efficient data structures to represent mathematical objects. For example,
NTL provides routines for operating on matrices and polynomials but does not
support mathematical objects like ordinary differential equations (ODE) or continued fractions. It also does not support any kind of graphical visualization of
curves or planes.
With respect to interactive general purpose CAS, computer algebra C/C++
libraries are typically more efficient but less general and less convenient to use.
The user must handle technical details such as writing input/output interfaces
and calling a compiler before doing mathematical computations using new userdefined algorithms. Therefore, computer algebra C/C++ libraries are not as
suitable for daily work, neither for rapid prototyping nor for users who are not
familiar with programming in a lower-levellanguage such as C or C++.
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1.1.3.2

Special Purpose CAS

In contrast to interactive general purpose CAS, special purpose CAS only provide algorithms for a very specific domain of mathematical applications. Due to
this limitation, they provide specialized data structures and algorithms which
are very efficient. An example for this is the Singular system [32) for polynomial computations emphasizing the needs of commutative algebra, algebraic
geometry and singularity theory. It provides one of the fastest implementations
of algorithms for computing Groebner bases [3) but, e.g., cannot deal with ordinary differential equations or integrate non-polynomial functions and also does
not support graphics.
As weil as computer algebra C/C++ libraries, special purpose CAS are mainly
tools for specialists working (only) in a specific domain. Even if faster, special
purpose tools are available, interactive general purpose CAS are often preferred
due to their generality and their convenient user interfaces including the capability of visualizing mathematical data graphically.
As we all know from our own experience, being familiar with one tool which
solves most of the daily work easily and in a reasonable amount of time, one will
not exchange it with a collection of other tools with different user interfaces,
.
even if they are much faster - unless there is no other way out.

1.1.4

Aims and Concepts of Software Integration

Def.: In this context, software integration is defined as the exchange of data
and commands between two or more software components. With the aim of
increasing the flexibility and efficiency of interactive general purpose CAS, Le.
• to reuse software components and to interact with other tools,
• to extend existing systems with new features and capabilities,
• to easily build efficient solutions for real world applications,
• to provide modular systems, giving up monolithic design strategies.
This especially means that concepts of software integration should enable developers and users of interactive general purpose CAS to access computer algebra
C/C++ libraries, numeric libraries - typically written in the Fortran programming language -, special purpose CAS, as weil as any kind of user-defined
C/C++ or Fortran code during a CAS session in the same way as native elements of the CAS programming language.
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In the following sections , these kinds of software components are called external
components. Rout ines and data available within external components are called
external routines respectively extern al data. Figure 1.3 shows aGAS executing
GAS language instructions which call an extern al rou t ine g(x) , available with
an extern al component, that uses an internal GAS kernel routine called t (x).

CASinstrucUons

»f(x)

)-J r==-~--...j...

1 ~__~___,~k~
==
"=
ro=
~
.Uli=~=S~

'!t:.~rpI..ng !~ ~l!

: external component
___ __ _ I

Figure 1.3: Exchange of Data and Gommands
The possibility of reusing existing software components supports the use of
external knowledge, in contrast to reinventing t he wheel by re-implementing
well-known algorithms. The wide range of mathematical software tools which
are publicly available and the possibility of integrating such tools into an interactive general purpose GAS supports the genemlization of GAS. This approach
provides general purpose GAS access to state-of-the-art algorithms far a broader
field of mathematical applications, allowing them to also have the fu nctionality and efficiency of special purpose tools. This saves time and thus reduces
the costs for developing mathematical applications and it mayaiso increase the
quality of interactive general purpose CAS .
Furthermore, having a basic, flexible and efficient technology to realize interactions with other software components,4 also supports the integration of interactive general purpose GAS into larger working environments and makes it
easier to build problem solving environments. And in addition , giving up monolithic design stmtegies for the GAS kernel and having modu lar, user-extensible
and runtime-configurable systems opens doars to new applications of interactive
general purpose CAS.
To achieve these aims, several different concepts of software integration can
be used in combination . But all of them have to consider the following three
central aspects: ejJiC'iency, jiexibility and convenience to the user.
E fficiency: The costs of exchanging commands and data between t he GAS
and extern al components as weil as t he costs of accessing extern al routines
and data (see Figure 1.3) should be as 'small ' as possible.
• For example: visuaJization tools, typesetting systems and engineering software tools etc.
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The meaning of 'smalI' depends on the corresponding application and
must be defined in the context of the granularity of the mathematical
algorithm in which it is used, and the amount of data which are to be
exchanged. For example, using an external routine to factor an integer
of about 50 digits is a task which may require minutes up to hours on
a typical Personal Computer today. Thus, any communication overhead
up to a few seconds can be considered as 'smalI'. In contrast, executing
an external routine to compute the square root of an IEEE floating point
number is a very fine grained interaction with an execution time of only
a few nanoseconds. Therefore, here, 'smalI' means some nanoseconds. In
both examples, the size of input and output data of the external routine,
and thus the communication time, can be considered as small with respect to the costs of executing the external routine. Other examples, like
computing the maximum element of a 1000 x 1000 matrix over the integers
emphasize the importance of an efficient data exchange.
Flexibility: What kind of interactions between the CAS and external components are possible? For example, can extern al routines access internal
features of the CAS kernel and can users interfere into the kernei? Which
range of granularity of interactions is supported efficiently? In which way
can the user really extend the system? Which kinds of data exchange
formats respectively programming languages are supported?
Convenience: How easily can extern al components be implemented and/or
integrated? Can it be done in a plug and play style? Can extern al components be integrated in such a way that they behave like native elements of
the CAS programming language? How is the user supported in developing
such tools?
Note that tradeoffs are possible, e.g. achieving high convenience by renouncing
highest efficiency and/or flexibility. The next sections introduce and discuss
main approaches of software integration and demonstrate how they are used in
interactive general purpose CAS.
1.1.4.1

Static Linking

Static link'ing means to link source code or pre-compiled object code into one
static program file. With this, at runtime, all components become a single process 5 , meaning they share internal methods (routines) and data (variables) and
5Process: program in execution, consists of a code, stack and (several) data segments.
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thus can directly influence one another on a low programming level. Static linking can be done by those who have access to the source code or to documented
library archives of all components which are to be used.
The Mathematica system is a typical example for using this technology. It
provides many special purpose functions, e.g. for Groebner bases computation
and solving ODEs, as built-in functions which are a static part of the kernel. In
contrast to those CAS which implement these algorithms as library functions,
the advantage is efficiency. But, adding such features statically to the CAS leads
to a large monolithic kernel, e.g., on a SunSPARC/Solaris 2.5 workstation, the
Mathematica 3.0 kemel file is 10Mb6 large. This is huge with respect to CAS
kemels like Maple V.47 and MuPAD 1.4.18 with about 1Mb.
The concept of static linking is also typical when using computer algebra C/C++
libraries (see Section 1.1.3.1). For example, the NTL package is distributed as
C++ source code. It can be compiled to a static library archive and statically
linked into a user program.
Using static linking, the software components are coupled very tightly. External
routines and data can be accessed directly and data exchange can be done by
simply exchanging references to them, i.e. pointers in the C/C++ programming
language. 9 Thus, data exchange is independent of the size of the data and can
be done in constant time, which is the most efficient method. Furthermore, control integration cannot cause problems because all components execute within a
single process. But software engineering problems may occur when linking software components compiled from different programming languages, e.g. C/C++
code with Pascal or Fortran compiled code, or when linking components which
define different objects with the same global name.
Most interactive general purpose CAS are commercial software products and
therefore their source code is not publicly available, so users cannot really extend
the kemel. Nor can they access intemal kemel features, e.g. on a C/C++
programming level as they can for computer algebra libraries, or directly use
and/or modify kemel data structures. They can only write algorithms based on
the capabilities of the CAS programming language. Thus, static linking does
not adequately support the user in writing new high-speed algorithms for an
interactive general purpose CAS or extending it with new features, like network
services for doing distributed computations in computer networks.
6Inc1udes parts of the Xll user interfaces.
7Terminal version, the Xll version consists of about 3Mb of code.
8Terminal version, the Xll frontend runs separately and consists of about 1.5Mb of code.
9This does not include any data conversion which may be needed if the communication
partners do not share the same representation of objects.
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1.1.4.2

Interprocess Communication

Providing that two or more independently running programs share the same
input/output format or interprocess communication protocol, they can exchange
data and commands with no need to change or re-compile any source code.
Typically, an arbitrary number of such connections can be established at runtime. Communication takes place via communication channels, which means
that the data must be

• encoded, i.e. they are linearized by packing them into a byte stream, a
character string or by splitting them into several (network) data packages,
• transferred, by writing and reading the encoded data to/from a communication channel like a file, a pipe or a socket; and
• decoded, by reconstructing the transmitted data objects in memory.9
Dealing with independently running programs has the advantage that they can
be developed independently of each other and that software engineering problems such as discussed for static linking can not occur. An additional advantage
is that if network services like sockets or higher-level protocols are used as the
transportation layer, these can also be used to support distributed computing
in (heterogeneous) computer networks.
On the other hand, independent programs do not share internal data and methods. They cannot access external data and routines directly and thus cannot
directly control and/or modify each other's components. Also data exchange is
much less efficient than exchanging data when using static linking and thus it
is not suitable for very fine grained interactions between software components
(see page 8). Also control integration may be a problem. Problems to be solved
include: How reliable is the network that is used? How can network timeouts
be handled? How are interrupts of one or more software components or even
the death of a communication partner handled? In practice, many software
systems just use the head-in-the-sand strategy.
Thus, interprocess communication (IPC) does not satisfy the requirements concerning efficiency when used for fine grained interaction with high-speed algorithms or for adding new (external) data types to a CAS which supports objectoriented programming features. Also, its flexibility is limited with respect to
accessing the CAS kernellike a computer algebra C/C++ library.
The following sections give same examples of how interprocess communication
is supported in interactive general purpose CAS and introduce same important
mathematical interprocess communication protocols.
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Communicating via Files
On UNIX operating systems, most CAS provide a buHt-in function simHar to
system(command)lO which enables users to execute extemal routines in the
form of UNIX programs and shell commands from within a CAS session. They
also provide functions to read and write plain text and data such as numbers,
sets and lists from and to files. This can be used for software integration where
extemal data are written to input files and read from output files. The following
example demonstrates the usage of the functions system and read in MuPAD:

» system(lIdate +Y.d > /tmp/nday ; date +Y.A > /tmp/vday"):
» n:= read("/tmp/nday"):
» w:= read("/tmp/wday"):

»

if n=13 and w=Friday then "Beware of black cats! 11 end_if;

Using this method, each call of an extemal routine results in executing, i.e. starting, running and terminating a new program. This is neither suitable for calling
extemal routines frequently nor for fine grained interactions with other software
components. Another disadvantage is, that extemal data cannot remain alive
between two extemal calls of extemal procedures. Also control integration is
very problematic, because no further support for error and exception handling
is provided.
However, methods like this are still used, e.g. for creating and reading in sampie
data which are to be analyzed by the CAS.

Communicating via Pipes
A more convenient method provides the function RunThrough (command, args) 11
available in Mathematica. It accepts optional input arguments which are passed
to the executed extemal routine and returns the result in the form of a character
string. Additional functions like expr2text, text2expr and text2list 12 , to
convert character strings into CAS expressions and vice versa, support this
feature. The following example demonstrates the function RunThrough and
how it is simulated in MuPAD 1.4:13

»
»
»
»

RunThrough:= external("slave","exec"):
n:= text2expr(RunThrough("date '+y'd"'»:
w:= text2expr(RunThrough("date '+Y.A"'»:
if n=13 and w=Friday then "Beware of black cats! 11 end_if;
l°Refer to the Maple Manual (11) page 189 and the MuPAD Manual (101) page 476.
to the Mathematica 2.0 Manual (107) page 482.
12Refer to the MuPAD Manual (101) page 327 and page 484.
13Here, RunTbrough is defined as an memal routine, a so-called module function.
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Even if this is more convenient than using the system command, it shares
the same disadvantages: high cost for calling external routines and exchanging
data as weil as no support for structured communication. Data transfer is done
via character strings and for reading mathematical data, and both software
components must share the same input/output format.
The examples above are rather simple ways of doing interprocess communication, but they provide the basis for more complex and mathematical interprocess
communication protocols as described in the following section.

Communicating via Network Protocols
Several mathematical interprocess communication protocols exist to support
the exchange of mathematical data between processes running on one host or
several hosts of a heterogeneous computer network, e.g. a local area network of
a research institute as weil as the whole Internet.
For example, Mathematica provides a protocol called MathLink [48] which offers
a character string based communication interface for running and exchanging
structured data like numbers and lists with external programs. It also supports
the user in writing external routines and calling them during a Mathematica
session as weil as accessing Mathematica built-in and library functions from
within extern al programs.
This is easy to use and very useful for implementing interactions between
Mathematica and other software components. After installing external routines
in Mathematica, they can be used in the same way as built-in functions. External routines can be uninstalled later. A disadvantage of this concept is that
communication via character strings is slow and is not suitable for fine grained
interactions or for exchanging large amount of data (see page 8). Also, external
routines can only access those Mathematica functions which are available on
the interactive level, and cannot directly access internal kernel methods like the
CAS kernel memory management, arbitrary precision arithmetic or routines to
create, manipulate and operate on arbitrary Mathematica data structures on a
C/C++ programming level.
Other examples of protocols for exchanging mathematical data are MP and
OpenMath. MP 14 [30, 31] is an interprocess communication protocol to exchange
mathematical data encoded as attributed syntax trees. It is designed for exploring issues in integrating symbolic, numeric, graphics, document processing,
and other software tools for scientific computation. It provides binary data encoding and supports the transfer of the mathematical semantics of expressions
14 An example of using MP within MuPAD is given in Part 11, Section 10.6.2 The MP Protocol
and Section 10.5.4 Interjacing Singular.
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using attributes. Thus the communication partners share knowledge about the
semantics of the data which are exchanged. This means when sending the
expression 3x3 - 5 the user can also transfer the information that this is an
irreducible polynomial over the integers given in lexicographical order.
Similar to MP is the OpenMath [97] protocol which also emphasizes the idea of
transferring not only mathematical expressions but also their semantics. Both
projects are aimed to standardize a format for exchanging mathematical data.
These protocols offer binary encoding and further optimizations for transferring
data and thus are relatively efficient when exchanging a large amount of data.
However, they are only suitable for middle grained algorithms, but not efficient
enough for very fine grained interactions with high-speed algorithms.
Gurrently neither protocol is available in interactive general purpose GAS15 due
to the fact that they are still under development. For calling external routines
and using top-level GAS features from within external routines, as possible with
MathLink, the GAS developers must add a corresponding infrastructure to MP
and OpenMath. The future of these protocols will be determined by achieving
the aim of standardizing the representation and meaning of mathematical data.

1.1.4.3

Dynamic Linking

Dynamic linking achieves the same result as static linking, but here adynamie
linker binds a so-called dynamic link library into a running process and then
allows its machine code to execute. If this is done automatically when starting
up a program, it is called implicit dynamic linking. If this is done by user code,
it is called explicit dynamic linking. Most operating systems provide a G/G++
programming interface to load and unload dynamic link libraries and to resolve
addresses of routines and variables defined in them. Refer to Section 1.2.4.2 for
more technical details.

The technology of explicit dynamic linking enables developers and users to load
(bind/link), use and exchange external components provided as dynamic link
libraries during a GAS session.
Dynamic linking shares all the advantages listed for static linking: the sharing of
internal routines and variables between several components, which means high
speed due to direct access and data exchange with constant time and memory
usage as weIl as no problems with control integration16 . Furthermore, it is very
flexible: it supports a modular GAS kernel design and thus does not lead to
150nly prototypes, e.g. using a character string based communication via files, are available.
160ne just has to ensure that dynamic link libraries are not unlinked while in use.
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huge monolithic systems. Kernel extensions may be loaded on demand with
the consequence that, e.g., C/C++ based CAS kerneis can be extended on a
C/C++ programming level at runtime. Depending on the operating system,
the compiler and linker and on the concrete implementation of the CAS kernei,
developers of extern al components may operate on internal data and routines of
the CAS kernei, may influence its behavior and integrate components written
in other programming languages such as Fortran and Pascal.
Although explicit dynamic linking does not solve the software engineering problems that may occur (described in Section 1.1.4.1), it is one ofthe most efficient
and flexible methods of software integration. In contrast to interprocess communication, this method satisfies efficiency requirements when used for very
fine grained interactions with high-speed algorithms or for adding new external data types to a CAS which supports object-oriented programming features.
Moreover, it especially allows dynamic integration of all kinds of interprocess
communication protocols and network services (see Section 1.1.4.2) as weil as
other docking components and middleware (e.g. like Corba, see Section 1.1.4.5)
and to load them on demand during a CAS session.
Explicit dynamic linking can be used as a basic technology for providing very
efficient and flexible concepts of software integration in interactive general purpose CAS based on a kernel written in any compiled programming language.

The LISP Programming Language
A very special kind of dynamic linking is provided by the Lisp programming
languages, like Common Lisp [92] or RLisp17. They provide commands to compile Lisp functions to a kind of binary code, which can be loaded and executed
by the Lisp interpreter very quickly, respectively to machine code, which then
can be linked and executed by the Lisp interpreter. This feature is used by some
interactive general purpose CAS written in the Lisp programming language, e.g.
AXIOM, Macsyma and Reduce, to compile library functions and user-defined CAS
functions 18 and to speed-up algorithms. For example AXIOM uses this feature
for compiling user-defined functions on the fly.19
This concept, as used by the CAS listed above, is specialized for Lisp-compiled
CAS library functions and does not support users in writing efficient algorithms
in low-levellanguages such as C/C++, Fortran or even Lisp itself or in integrating arbitrary (mathematical) software packages as extern al software components. No documentation about unlinking compiled code, a kernel application
l7Refer to Reduce Manuals [34) and [61) as weil as the book [9).
lBRefer to the Manuals [46) Seetion 12.8 and [49) Section 7 or [34) Chapter 18.
19Refer to [37) Section 6.10 Compiling vs. Interpreting.
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programming interface or native interfaces to C/C++ and Fortran algorithms
is given to the user.
Although the AXIOM programming language provides object-oriented programming features, it does not directly support users in integrating new efficient
C/C++ or Fortran written external data types and to use them like native
elements of the CAS language. Instead, the AXIOM Extension Language (see
Section 1.1.4.4) is provided.

1.1.4.4

AXIOM-XL

AXIOM-XL20 (A#21, Aldor) is mentioned here because it is weIl known in the
context of developing CAS algorithms, e.g. in projects like CATHODE22.

It does not provide software integration, but is a sophisticated programming
language for mathematical applications. AXIOM-XL source code can be compiled
to machine code and used as a standalone program or can be compiled and linked
from within AXIOM. Linking AXIOM-XL and C code is also possible. AXIOM-XL was
mainly developed for writing mathematical algorithms as standalone programs
and thus provides arbitrary precision arithmetic, high-level mathematical data
structures and many features which are also provided by interactive general
purpose CAS. However, it can also be used for integrating external components
into AXIOM. This feature is based on the facilities provided by the Lisp written
AXIOM kernel (see Section 1.1.4.3). One has to learn the basics of the AXIOM-XL
programming language to integrate external components.

1.1.4.5

CORBA

CORBA [64] stands for Common Object Request Broker Architecture. Its main
idea is to define a working environment called an object bus and the shape of
the software components that live within it and how they interoperate. This
means, that each software component that is added to the working environment
is defined as a unique CORBA object with standardized methods to access it.
CORBA is called amiddieware, a protocol for realizing software integration in
an object-oriented style on one hast as weIl as in (heterogeneous) computer
20The AXIOM Extension Language, refer to the Manual [103).
21 "The AXIOM Extension Language was originaily developed, under the internal working
name of A#, by the Research Division ofInternational Business Machines Cooperation, Yorktown Heights, New York, USA", see [103). New versions are caiied Aldor.
22 Computer Algebra Tools for Handling Ordinary Differential Equations, Refer to the web
site http://vvw-lmc • imag. fr /CATHODE/ cathode . html for detailed information.
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networks. To interact with any kind of server and client it provides high-level
language bindings for C/C++, Java etc. All interface specifications of CORBA
objects are written in a neutral Interface Definition Language (IDL).
Using CORBA, in contrast to "simple" interprocess communication protocols, one
deals with objects instead of streams or messages. Also whether an object is
used locally or via remote access on any host of a (heterogeneous) computer
network is totally transparent to the user. It is a very powerful tool to have an
object-oriented programming model to combine symbolic and numerical software components in a plug and play style. Alas, currently no implementation of
an interactive general purpose CAS is known which provides a CORBA interface
to interoperate with other software components. An example of using CORBA
on shared memory architectures for computing Groebner bases interoperating
with SACLIB was given by Küchlin et al. on ACA IMACS'98 [42].
The efficiency of this concept depends on the concrete implementation and
on whether the objects are invoked locally or remotely. For shared memory
configurations, K üchlin stresses that Overall, we found that we could efficiently
reuse algorithms at a granularity down to a few tens of milliseconds. Although
it is not as efficient as directly using explicit dynamic linking, with respect to
efficiency and for special hardware configurations, CORBA may be a technical
alternative in the future.
But, while explicit dynamic linking may use the fiexibility of implicit address
resolving to access all internal routines and variables of a CAS kernel from within
external components automatically, this effect is unwelcome in CORBA. Here,
each intern al routine and variable that is to be used by external components
must be explicitly embedded into an IDL interface. For applications which need
to access all (hundreds of) internal objects of a CAS kerneI, this is not practical.

1.1.5

Conclusion

The methods available with most interactive general purpose CAS, like static
linking, interprocess communication and linking Lisp functions etc, provide basic techniques of software integration for many applications. But none of them
really satisfies the requirements of efficiency, fiexibility and convenience as discussed in Section 1.1.4 for all applications. They are either static and/or do
not support user extensions or they are not suitable for fine grained interactions with high-speed algorithms and to extend a CAS kernel with new data
structures which can be used on an interactive CAS level like native elements
of the CAS programming language. Others are suitable for doing sophisticated
mathematics, but too complicated for standard applications.
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From the point of view of a CAS developer and user, a very efficient, flexible and
convenient technology for extending a CAS is needed by developers, e.g. for the
genemlization and/or specialization of CAS, and by users to implement highspeed algorithms and to interact with other software components. This should
be lean, very easy to use, based on a well-known programming language such
as C/C++ and should give access to all relevant features of the CAS kernel.
Most CAS written in C/C++ provide two kinds of user functions: built-in and
library functions. Thus, CAS developers must decide if new algorithms have
to use internal CAS methods and be fast but static, then they must be implemented as built-in functions, or if they have to be exchangeable (updateable)
and configurable at runtime but slow(er), then they must be implemented as
library functions. Since the source code of commercial CAS is not publidy available, CAS users can only extend the system based on the CAS programming
language or by interfacing external components via files, pipes or interprocess
communication protocols, if this is supported by the CAS.
The approach of providing a new dass of CAS user functions based on the
technology of explicit dynamic linking can solve these problems and greatly
increase the flexibility of CAS, and with this also their efficiency:
• by allowing CAS developers and users to extend the CAS kerneIon a
C/C++ programming language level at runtime and supporting interfacing to special purpose systems and computer algebra C/C++ libraries.
Refer to Part II, Section 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 for examples. Full access to
the CAS kernel cannot be practically realized using methods other than
static or dynamic linking.
• by supporting the design of a modular CAS kerne! which can load kernel
extensions on demand only if they are needed, but still using monolithic
systems. Refer to Part II, Section 10.1, 10.2, and 10.7 for examples.
• by dosing the gap between computer algebra C/C++ libraries and interactive general purpose CAS by providing an application programming
interface to allow CAS users to access internal methods of the CAS kerneI,
like the memory management, arbitrary precision arithmetic, the highlevel data structures, etc. on a C/C++ programming level to implement
new fast algorithms and to use them from the interactive CAS level. Refer
to Part II, Section 10.1.6 and 10.2 for examples.
• by allowing users to integrate very efficient C/C++ data structures as native data objects into the CAS. This feature is especially useful for CAS
which provide an object oriented programming language and a polymorphic library. Refer to the example given in Section 1.3.2.6.
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• by enabling users to add various interprocess communication protocols
and network services for interacting with mathematical systems and other
tools as weil as for parallel and distributed computing in (heterogeneous)
computer networks. Refer to Part 11, Section 10.5.3, 10.5.4 and 10.6 for
examples.
• by enabling users to integrate interfaces specified by special interest groups,
e.g. CORBA, MP or OpenMath, into the GAS in order to embed it into larger
problem solving environments. Refer to Part 11, Section 10.6 Interprocess
Communication Protocols for examples.

This new approach is no replacement for interprocess communication protocols
or high-level software docking components like CORBA, but it is a technology
to extend the possibilities of GAS developers and users drastically by closing
gaps which are left open by the other methods. It also provides a platform to
integrate other communication interfaces and docking components dynamically.
The G/G++ compiled GAS kemel will no longer be a black box, but can be
extended by its users at runtime, even if the source code is not publicly available. What is needed is a weil documented application programming interface
to access the GAS kernel as weil as the ability to write, create and manage
dynamically linked external components in a convenient and flexible way.
The next section describes such an interface for interactive general purpose GAS
and discusses in detail how this can be implemented in G/G++.

1.2

The Concept of Dynamic Modules

This section describes the operating system independent and computer algebra
system independent concept of dynamic modules.

1.2.1

Definitions and Introduction

Def.: A GAS module is a special kind of machine code library which contains
user functions that can be bound to the GAS interpreter at runtime. The functions are called module functions and are used in the same way as CAS built-in
and/or library functions. The following operations can be applied to modules:
load: The machine code of the module is bound to the running CAS kernel
process, which means it is dynamically linked if this has not been done
before. Its module functions are embedded into the GAS interpreter and
are made available to the CAS user.
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unload: The machine code of the module is unbound from the running GAS
kernel process, which means it is unlinked if possible. This does not affect
the embedding of its module functions into the GAS interpreter and thus
they are still visible on the user level.
displace: The machine code of the module is automatically unloaded by displacement and replacement strategies of the module manager, e.g. due to
limited resources or a precautionary resource management. Module displacement is usually done with respect to the method least-recently-usecl

(LRU).
replace: The machine code of the module is displaced when another module is
~ded. This may be done if memory resources are exceeded at runtime.
Note, that unloading a module is tmnsparent to the GAS users, meaning that
they do not notice that the module code is unlinked from the kernel process.
If the machine code of an unloaded module is needed later, the concept of
dynamic modules guarantees that it is available in time by reloading it on
demand. This allows the definition of displacement and replacement strategies
to provide Hexible resource management which is an important consideration of
design for the concrete implementation of the concept of dynamic modules.
Three different kinds of modules are distinguished in the following:

Def.: Adynamie module is aseparate machine code file which is dynamically
linked to the GAS kernel process when loaded at runtime (dynamie linking) and
unlinked from the GAS kernel process when unloaded.
Def.: A statie module is aseparate machine code file which is dynamically
linked to the GAS kernel process when loaded at runtime (dynamie linking) but
is not unlinked automatically from the GAS kernel process when unloaded.
Def.: A pseudo module consists of machine code which was statically linked
to the GAS kernel (statie linking) when this one was compiled and linked and
cannot be unlinked from the GAS kernel process when unloaded.
Dynamic modules - simply called modules in the following section - provide the
highest Hexibility concerning the resource management and the runtime configuration of the GAS. They allow loading, unloading, changing and reloading of
the module code and thus support mpid prototyping.
Static modules are safe with respect to asynehronous junetion eaUs. They cannot be displaced or replaced automatically by the module manager and thus are
suitable for code which contains interrupt handlers or algorithms which store
any status (e.g. an open file handle, an Internet socket, a status Hag, apointer
to dynamically allocated memory, etc) which must not get lost.
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In contrast to other modules, pseudo modules are not dynamically linked at
runtime but statically linked at compile time. They can be used to simulate
static modules in those cases where dynamic linking cannot be supported by
the operating system in an acceptable way. This is useful for having a unique
look and feel for module functions on all operating systems.

1.2.1.1

Displacement Strategies

Resource management is a central aspect of the concept of dynamic modules.
Modules can be displaced and replaced during a GAS session (see page 19) with
respect to the following strategies:
lack of memory: Any part of the running GAS kernel process which recognizes
a lack of memory can displace one or more modules concerning the LRU
method in order to free their memory resources. This strategy is especially
used when the machine code of a new module cannot be loaded due to
insufficient memory resources.
limit of simultaneously loaded modules: The maximum number of simultaneously loaded modules can be limited by the GAS kernel and furthermore
restricted by the GAS user. This allows the user to have limited control
on replacement strategies and the amount of memory used for dynamic
modules. If this limit is exceeded, one or more modules are displaced
using the LRU method.
module aging: The strategy of module aging follows the idea of password aging
as known from Windows NT and UNIX operating systems. For dynamic
modules the CAS user can specify a maximum age which is defined as the
maximum number of seconds that are tolerated between two successive
accesses to one module, i.e. loading its machine code or calling one of its
module functions. With each access to the module, its age is reset to zero.
If its age exceeds the maximum age, it is displaced as soon as possible.

1.2.1.2

Module Properties

Module properties are used to control a specific behavior of adynamie module.
The following list of module properties may be extended for future applications:
static: This attribute can be set at compile time to declare the module as a
static module. This may be changed at runtime by flipping the module
status from static to dynamic and vice versa. With this, temporary statie
modules are supported. This is useful for module code which can be
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unloaded only under special circumstances, e.g. after interrupt handlers
are un-installed, files or network connections are closed and dynamically
allocated memory is freed.
unload: This attribute can be set at compile time. After loading the module,
it will be displaced by the module manager as soon as possible. This
is useful when dealing with huge modules to optimize the use of main
memory - and thus computing time resources23 - when loading times can
be considered as small with respect to the execution time of the module
application.
Besides the technical specifications, the concept of dynamic modules also specifies how modules and module functions are provided to the user and which
capabilities they have to have concerning the interaction between the CAS kernel and the user-defined code.
1.2.1.3

Interfacing User Code

This work deals with CAS written in CjC++, i.e. CjC++ is the native programming language for modules. It is widely used and oifers a broad field of
mathematical tools and applications which can be integrated into a CAS in the
form of user-defined CjC++ source code or compiled machine code libraries.
However, CjC++ may be exchanged by any other appropriate programming
language. Furthermore, dynamic modules may integrate (link) machine code
compiled from other programming languages such as Fortran or Pascal. 24
1.2.1.4

Accessing Kernel Features

Using the technology of dynamic linking, same operating systems oifer the possibility to automatically access all internal objects and routines of the CAS
main process on a CjC++ programming level from within adynamie module.
For operating systems, compilers and linkers which do not support this feature,
alternative access mechanisms are used.
23M08t operating systems support lIirtual memory using a swap space which is located on
a disk drive. With this, often !arge memory resources are available but a high frequence of
memory faults, meaning that a memory page must be exchanged between the main memory
and the swap space, may significantly slow down the computer.
24Fortran is widely used in numerics. Integrating Fortran routines enables users to combine
the advantages of symbolic computing and the strength of very fast numerical computations
in a very efficient and flexible way. See Part TI, Section 10.7.2 Integroting PASCAL Routines.
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The module concept supports the CAS kernel access with an application programming interface (API) which includes the capability of converting data between the C/C++ formats and a corresponding CAS representations and vice
versa, creating and manipulating high-level CAS data structures such as lists,
sets, tables, arrays, polynomials etc, doing arbitrary precision arithmetic, using
the CAS memory management, accessing the CAS interpreter and so on. 25

1.2.1.5

Writing Hybrid Algorithms

The capability of accessing the CAS interpreter enables users to construct CAS
objects from C/C++ character strings by calling the CAS parser (Figure 1.2).
In some cases this is more native or convenient than using the API.
It also enables users to evaluate CAS data structures and programs, which
are either represented as character strings, containing expressions of the CAS
programming language, or are available in the internal representation of CAS
objects (see Section 1.1.1), from a C/C++ programming level by calling the
CAS evaluator (Figure 1.2).
The concept of dynamic modules supports the users in including CAS language
expressions in user-defined C/C++ code and in evaluating them from within
module functions. This kind of module function is called a hybrid algorithm.
Two methods for including CAS expressions into modules are supported:
module procedures and module expressions enable users to include CAS procedures and constants as public objects in a module. Both can be used in
a CAS session in the same way as module functions. Furthermore, they
can easily be (ex)changed and manipulated during the CAS session and
thus may be used as a variable part of a module algorithm. On the one
hand, this is for convenient programming and on the other hand, CAS
language expressions which have no native C/C++ representation can be
integrated as character strings containing CAS language expressions.
embedded objects (=generic objects) are similar to module expressions but are
bound to module functions for internal use only. They are invisible to the
users and cannot be accessed by them directly.26

Algorithms can be partially written in C/C++ (Fortran, ... ) and partially in the
CAS programming language. For each sub-task, the programmer can choose
the appropriate language. See Part H, Section 7.2 Including MuPAD Code.
25Part H, Chapter 6 Application Programming Interface describes the API of MuPAD 1.4.
26Embedded objects can also be used to bullt a flexible GAS compiler on top of the concept
of dynamic modules. For details refer to page 32 as weIl as Section 1.4.2.1.
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About Module Development

Besides the API for accessing the CAS kernel and constructing complex data
structures and algorithms, the concept of dynamic modules offers further features to support and ease development:
the module generator generates (extends, compiles and links) executable modules from the user's module source code. Users do not need to care about
the information needed to manage and use the module in a CAS session. 27
rapid prototyping is supported by the fact, that modules can be loaded, un-

loaded - maybe changed and extended in between - and reloaded during
a CAS session. It is also supported by the possibility to write hybrid algorithms: parts of an algorithm may be implemented as a module procedure
first, which is often easier and more convenient but alas less efficient, and
can be exchanged with corresponding C/C++ code later.
debugging modules with a C/C++ saurce code debugger is an essential feature

when developing real applications. For this the module generator can
incIude debug information into the module binary. Depending on the
operating system, compiler and debugger that are used, debugging can be
eased with a special CAS kernel debugger interface. 28

1.2.1. 7

Using Modules and Module Functions

An important aspect of the concept of dynamic modules is that, from the user's
point of view, there is no difference in using the well-known CAS library packages and library functions or modules and module functions. This makes it easy
to exchange libraries with modules and vice versa29 and integrates user-defined
C/C++ algorithms as native elements of the CAS.
However, the user must be able to distinguish between loading a module or a
library package if both have the same name.
In CAS which provide an object-oriented programming language, modules should
be represented as objects and module functions as object methods. This enables
users to integrate new efficient C/C++ data structures as native objects of the
27 Concerning the MuPAD implementation refer to Section 1.2.3 as weil as Part II, Chapter

5 Module Generator.
28Concerning the MuPAD implementation refer to Part II, Section 8.7 Debugging Dynamie
Modules as weil as Part II, Section 10.1.7 Automatie Debugging 0/ Modules.
29For example, all modular algorithms using a library pa.ckage for factoring polynomials
over finite fie1ds may be speeded up (drastically) by simply exchanging the library package
with a corresponding dynamic module which uses optimi2ed machlne code arithmetic.
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object-oriented CAS programming language and to use obj ect-oriented features
like overloading of fun ctions and operators. Wi t h this, new data structures can
instantly be used wit h aU polymoTPhic libmT"!J fun ctions of t he CAS library.
1.2.1.8

Module DnIine Documentation

One aim of t he module concept is to force the independent development of
CAS extensions (in the form of dynarnic modules) by users and special interest
groups world-wide, with the hope t hat current results of research (algorit hms)
can be made available to a large number of users very quickly and easily.
Having this in mind , a standardized method for documenting dynamic modules
is needed. Since dynamic modules are also used for rapid prototyping, the
documentation format should be plain ASCII text, easy to use and suitable for
being displayed online, e.g. like UNIX manual pages. 30
Reading module online documentation should also be supported by aut omaticaUy adding a module fun ction doc 0 to the module when it is processed by t he
module generator, for displaying information about the module and its module
fun ctions.

1.2.2

Scheme of the Module Management

The module management of the CAS kernel can be separated into three interface
levels. Figure 1.4 shows a simplified scheme of a CAS kernel (at t he top) which
consists of kernel routines and built-in fu nctions and a dynamic module (at the
bottom) which consists of user-defined rout ines and module fun ctions. Bot h
parts contain several interface levels the module management.
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CAS Kemel Functions
,,
I: ~>:':
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::-.
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dcpc nds on CAS

00
dcpcnds on operating syslcm

Figure 1.4: Scheme of the Module Management
30Part II, Section 3.4 Online Documentation File Format describes the solution in MuPAD.
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The Dynamic Librar-y [nt er-/ace is responsible for handling dynamically linked
machine code and provides an operating system independent interface to link
and unlink machine code files as weil as to execute the machine code of module
fun ctions. It communicates wit h the Kernel [nter-/ace of t he dynamic module,
e.g. to get status information needed to access t he module fun ctions. T his
information is passed to the next higher interface level which is responsible for
managing all currently linked modules.
The Module Manager- manages all currently lin ked modules including their module fun ctions and implements t he displacement and replacement strategies. It
must ensure, that displacing dynamic modules is transparent to the user and
that the corresponding module machine code is reloaded if needed. This interface level is independent of t he operating system and from a specific CAS.
The [nte1"pr-eter· [nter-/ace dep ends on t he specific CAS. It embeds module handies and module /unclion handles that are provided by the Module Managerinto the CAS interpreter in a way t hat is native to the CAS language.
Figure 1.5 demonstrates load ing and un loading adynam ie module as weil as
executing a module function and how th is is hand led by t he kernel interface
levels of module management.

(a) L.ouding a Dynamk Module

(h) Call illg a Module FUliclion

(e) UnJoading aDynamie Module

Figure 1.5: Access Schemes of the Mod ul e Management
On the side of t he mod ule, the fo llowing two interface levels can be separated:
The K ernel [nter-/ace exchanges stat us information wit h the Dynamic Librar-y
[nter-/a ce when the mod ule is loaded. Furthermore, it defin es altern ative address
resolving methods t hat may be needed to enable ady nam ie module to access
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the CAS kernel code. Following the idea of information hiding, the module
programmer does not notice these methods. This interface level depends on the
operating system and the CAS and also carries information about the current
module and its module functions. Thus, it will be generated by the module
generator when creating the module binary file (see Section 1.2.3).
The Programming Interface provides the API as weil as a set of service routines
which make programming of dynamic modules more convenient.
The following sections describe the functionality of each interface level in a more
formal way. All interface routines and variables are introduced in a C-like style
and then discussed in brief. The following abstract data types are used:
adr _t=an address pointer to a CAS kernel routine or variable, args_ t=some internal CAS objects and parameters, booL t=a boolean value, cas_ t=a CAS object
given as areturn value of a CAS function, error _t=an internal eITor code, exe_ t=a
CAS handle to access buHt-in and module functions, fun_ t=an internal handle for a
module function, index_ t=a non-negative integer used as an index, module_ t=an
internal handle for a module, name_ t=a character string.

1.2.2.1

Dynamic Library Interface

This interface level contains all hardware and operating system dependent primitives to link and unlink the machine code of dynamic libraries to respectively
from the CAS kernel process at runtime as weil as to execute it. It provides
an hardware and operating system independent interface which is used by the
module manager (see Section 1.2.2.2).
If the operating system does not provide appropriate routines to link and execute machine code dynamically at runtime, then only pseudo modules can be
supported by the module manager. In this case, the routines of the dynamic
library interface have no meaning and can be defined as dummies.

syslni t ............................ Initializes the Dynamic Library Interface
• error_t sysInit ( )
When the module management is started, sysInit is called once by the routine
modInit. It performs all hardware and operating system dependent initializations.

sysExi t ........................... Terminates the Dynamic Library Interface
• e=or_t sysExit ( )
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When the module management is terminated, sysExi t is called once by the routine
modExit. It performs hardware and operating system dependent re-initializations.

sysLoad .............................. Links and Registers aDynamie Library
• error _ t sysLoad ( name_ t name, module_ t* module )
sysLoad is called by the routine modLoad. It links the machine code of the dynamic
module name into the CAS kernel process and calls the routine libEntry to fetch
module information needed by the module manager and stores them in the module
handle module. The address of the routine modResolve is passed to the module.

sysUnload ...................................... Unlinks aDynamie Library
• error _ t sysUnload ( module_ t module )
sysUnload is called by the routine modUnload. It unlinks the macbine code of the
dynamic module module from the process environment of the CAS kernel and removes
it from the main memory if possible.

sysCall ..................... Executes the Binary Code of a Module Function
• void* sysCall ( module_ t module, fun_ t Fun, args_ t args )
sysCall is called by the routine modCall. It executes the macbine code of the module
function fun of the module module with the arguments args and returns apointer
which addresses the CAS object that is returned from the module function.
fun is a so-called module junction handle which is stored in the module handle module.
Refer to the routine sysLoad.

1.2.2.2

Module Manager

This interface level contains all operating system independent routines that are
needed for managing modules. From the user's point ofview, it handles pseudo
and static modules in the same way as dynamic modules, based on the routines
defined in the Dynamic Library Interface.
Note that this interface level performs the only connection between the machine
code of a module and the representation of its module functions within the CAS
interpreter. To guarantee the transparency of displacing and replacing strategies and the capability of reloading dynamic modules on demand, all interactions between the CAS interpreter and the module machine code are channeled
through this interface using the module name and the module function name
as reference. Both names are assumed to be unambiguous.
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With this, the call of module functions is operating system independent and
also tolerates the manipulation of displaced dynamic modules what is especially
needed to support rapid prototyping. Furthermore, this kind of reference may
be stored in a shared memory to be used for parallel and distributed computing
in heterogeneous networks. Pointers which depend on the process of unloading
and loading dynamic modules cannot be used for this.
Modules are administered using so-called module handles which contain module
function handles as weil as all information that are needed to reload their machine code after it was displaced or explicitly removed from the main memory.
When loading a module, its handle is inserted into a module handle list.

modlni t ..................................... Initializes the Module Manager
• error _ t modlni t ( )
modlni t is exeeuted onee when the module management is started. First it ealls
the routine syslnit to initialize the Dynamic Library Interface (see Seetion 1.2.2.1).
Then it earries out all hardware and operating system independent initializations.

modExi t .................................... Terminates the Module Manager
• error _ t modExi t ( )
modExit terminates the module manager. After earrying out all hardware and operating system independent tasks, e.g. unloading modules and freeing memory resourees,
it exeeutes the routine sysExit to re-initialize the Dynamic Library Interface.

modReset ....................................... Resets the Module Manager
• error_t modReset ( )
modReset resets the module manager: all inactive and non-static modules are unloaded and the module manager properties are reset to their default values.
Most interactive CAS provide a user function to reset the current session. The routine
modReset should be embedded into it.

modLoadPseudo ................................... Loads a Pseudo Module
• error_t modLoadPseudo (name_t name, module_t* module)
If module name is known as a pseudo module, modLoadPseudo simulates the exeeution
of the routine sysLoad by filling the module handle with the essential information.

modLoad ................................................... Loads a Module
• error _ t modLoad ( name_ t name, module_ t* module )
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If module name is already loaded, modLoad returns instantly. If name is known as
a pseudo module, the routine modLoadPseudo is caIIed. Otherwise, the module is
searched for using the routine casWhich and loaded using the routine sysLoad.
The module handle gets a time stamp which is used for module aging as weil as for
displacing modules via the LRU method and is stored in the module handle list.
If main memory is exhausted or the maximum number of simultaneously loadable
modules is reached, modLoad subsequently calls the routine modLRU to displace older
modules until the new module can be loaded or no more modules can be displaced.

modUnload .............................................. Unloads a Module
• error_t modUnload (name_t name, module_t module, bool_t force=false )
If the module name is inactive and non-static, the routine sysUnload is called to
unlink its machine code. Its module handle is removed from the module handle !ist.
The default value of the parameter force is false which prevents the module manager from unlinking static modules while module displacing is active. The user may
set force to true to explicitly unload static modules.
Unloading a module only affects its machine code and does not affect its CAS representation as visible to the users, i.e. users have still access to it. The corresponding
machine code is re-loaded automatically if it is needed later.

modCall ........................................ Executes a Module Function
• void* modCall ( module_ t module, fun_ t Fun, args_ t args )
modCa1l first calls the routine modLoad to ensure that the module module exists and
its machine code is loaded. Module function fun is executed via the routine sysCa11.
When executing a module function, the module is stated as acti ve, meaning it cannot
be unloaded during this time. Furthermore, it gets a new time stamp.

modLRU ........................................... Displaces the LRU Module
• void modLRU ( )
modLRU first unloads all modules with the attribute unload. If no module was unloaded, it unloads an inactive non-static module using the LRU method.
modLRU can be called by the memory manager or any user-defined module function.

modAging ......................................... Module Aging Algorithm
• void modAging ( )
modAging first unloads all modules with the attribute unload. Afterwards, it unloads
all inactive non-static modules which are older than the maximum age.
modAging is called from the CAS kernel periodically. Furthermore, it is executed by
the functions casLoad and casUnload.
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modResol ve ............................ Address Resolver for Kernel Objects
• void* modResolve ( index_t object )
modResolve returns the address of an interna! kernel object (a routine or a variable)
which corresponds to the given index object. For this, it reads out the symbol
table casSymbols which is part of the Interpreter Interface. Also refer to the pointer
libResolve of the Kerne/Interface.
modResolve can also be used to provide security checks, tracing and debugging features as weil as to create statistics about the CAS kernel access.

1.2.2.3

Interpreter Interface

This interface level embeds the module manager into the CAS. It passes the
information about loaded modules and module functions to the CAS interpreter
to make both accessible to the CAS user. The concrete implementation of this
interface level strongly depends on the CAS and the design of the interpreter.
This interface level also implements the CAS language user interface to access
modules and modules functions as weil as methods for handling embedded objects
(=genenc objects) and it contains the address table casSymbols of essential
CAS kernel objects which is needed for alternative address resolving methods.
The following routines perform the CAS interface to access the module manager.
They are also provided as CAS buHt-in functions. Oue to the fact that this
interface depends on the look and feel of the concrete CAS, the side-effectsand
return values are not specified in detail.

casLoad ................................................... Loads a Module
• cas_t casLoad (name_t module)
casLoad first calls the aging algorithm modAging and then loads the module module
via the routine modLoad. The module functions, including liblnit and libDoc, are
embedded into the CAS interpreter and the embedded objects are loaded via genlni t.
In the end, the module function liblnit is executed if it was defined by the user.
For executing module functions, the CAS interpreter will use the routine modCall.

casUnload .............................................. Unloads a Module
• cas_ t casUnload ( name_ t module=NULL, bool_ t force=false )
casUnload first calls the aging algorithm modAging and then unloads the module
module using the routine modUnload.
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If no argument is given, casUnload tries to unload all modules. The user may set
the parameter force to true to explicitly unload a static module.
Remember that unloading a module does not change its CAS representation as visible
to the user. The CAS interpreter can still execute the module functions using the
routine modCall. The corresponding machine code is reloaded on demand.

casExternal ............

Creates a CAS Representative of a Module Fimction

• exe_t casExternal (name_t module, name_t fun )
casExternal creates a CAS representative for the specified module function. With
this the module Cunction can be bound to a new name. It enables users to access
specific module functions without loading the corresponding module explicitly.
For executing this module function when evaluating its CAS representative, the CAS
interpreter will use the routine modCall.

casWhich ................................

Returns the Pathname of a Module

• cas_ t casWhich ( name_ t module )
casWhich looks for the specified module and returns its pathname. If the module
cannot be found, the routine returns an error code.
CAS usually provide special methods to look for library packages, e.g. path variables.
casWhich should use these methods to have the same look and Jeel for modules, too.
casWhich is used by the routine modLoad to look for the machine code file of dynamic
modules as well as by the routine libDoc to look for module online documentation.

casStatus .......................

Returns the Status of the Module Manager

• cas_ t casStatus ( )
casStatus returns information about loaded modules and the state of module displacement and returns the current settings of the module manager properties.

casControl .....................

Changes Properties of the Module Manager

• cas_ t casControl ( args_ t properties )
casControl displays and changes module manager properties: the maximum age Cor
module aging, the maximum number of simultaneously loadable modules, etc.
The following data structure supports alternative address resolving methods:

casSymbols ......................
• adr_t casSymbols

Address Resolving Table of Kerne! Objects
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casSymbols contains the addresses of essential CAS kernel objects which are needed
for module management and the application programming interface. This table is
used by modResolve to resolve addresses of CAS kernel routines and variables.
Note that if the operating system cannot support an appropriate CAS kernel access
from within dynamically linked libraries, alternative address resolving methods must
be used and the CAS kernel access is restricted to the objects defined in this table.
The following routines support the use of embedded objects (see Section 1.2.1.5).

genlni t ............................. Loads and Initializes Embedded Objeets
• booL t genIni t ( eXL t fun )
genlni t loads the embedded objects of the module function fun, if available and not
previously loaded, and binds them to its CAS representative. Although this is also
done when the module is loaded, each module function has to also take care of it
because it might be called via casExternal without loading the module explicitly.

genGet ................... Returns an Embedded Objeet of a Module Function
• caB- t genGet ( exe_ t fun, index_ t index )
genGet returns the embedded object index of the module function fun. This is a
CAS objeet which may be evaluated or used to eonstruct more complex CAS objects.

1.2.2.4

Kernel Interface

This interface level is added to each module when it is created by the module
generator. It depends on the operating system and also contains information
which are specific to each module, e.g. the number of module functions and the
module function handles as weil as the module properties.
This interface level includes alternative address resolving methods for CAS kernel routines and variables. For details refer to Section 1.2.4.2 and Section 1.2.4.3.

libEntry .......................................... Entry Point of a Module
• module_t libEntry ( void* resolver, int release)
When loading a module, libEntry is called by the routine sysLoad to do initializations and get information about module functions and properties. libEntry receives the address of the kernel routine modResolve and stores it in the local variable
libResolve. The address of casSymbols is stored in the loeal variable libSymbols.
Both are used to access the CAS kernel via alternative address resolving methods.
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libEntry compares the release of the kernel and the module generator used for
creation and informs about incompatibilities. It returns the list of module handles.

libResolve .................. Points to the Kernel Address Resolver Function
• void* libResolve
libResolve is set to the address of the routine modResolve when libEntry is executed. It is used to access the CAS kernel via alternative address resolving methods.

libSymbols .............................. Points to the Kernel Symbol Table
• void* libSymbols
libSymbols is set to the address of the variable casSymbols when libEntry is executed. It is used to access the CAS kernel via alternative address resolving methods.
The following module functions extend the user interface of dynamic modules:

libDoc .................... Module Function to Display Online Documentation
• cas_t libDoc ( name_t module, name_t fun=NULL )
libDoc is inserted automatically when the module is created by the module manager
and can be used to display module online documentation (see Section 1.2.1.8).

liblni t ..................... Module Function to lnitialize a Dynamic Module
• caLt liblnit ( )
If the user defines the module function liblni t, trus is executed by the routine
casLoad immediately after loading and embedding the module into the CAS interpreter. It can be used to display information or initiaJize the module user code, e.g.
allocating memory, opening files or sockets, and so on.

1.2.2.5

Programming Interface

This interface level supports the user in accessing the CAS kernel appropriately
and in writing complex applications. It is separated into the application programming inter/ace, to access CAS kernel routines and variables (see Section
1.2.1.4), and a module toolbox, which provides additional service routines.
The module toolbox can be realized via C/C++ inline functions provided via
source code files as weil as via machine code library archives which may be
linked to the module when it is processed by the module generator.
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1.2.3

Scheme of the Module Generator

The module generator compiles the module source code into an executable
static, pseudo or dynamic module. Figure 1.6 shows its processing scheme.

Figure 1.6: Scheme of the Module Generator
During the Analysis phase, the source code is scanned for options and module
funCtions defined by the user. In the Creation phase, this information is used to
extend the user's source code with additional information and code fragments,
the K emel Interface, which is needed to enable the CAS kernel to access the
module functions and vice versa. Furthermore, if embedded objects are found
in the source code, they are stored in a special cas file which can be read by
the routine genlnit of the Interpreter Interface.
For Compiling and Linking the module, standard C/C++ compilers and linkers
are used to create a dynamic link library. This phase strongly depends on the
operating system as weH as the compiler and linker that are used.
Technical information about creating and using dynamic link libraries are given
in Section 1.2.4.1. The implementation of the module generator in MuPAD is
described in Section 1.3.1.5 and Part 11, Chapter 5 Module Generator.

1.2.4

Remarks Concerning the Implementation

The implementation can be separated into four phases and carried out as
bottom-up development. With this approach, each phase ends with a concrete
goal to be achieved for testing the code:
1. Components which depend on the operating system:
These are the basic parts ofthe Dynamic Library Interface and the Kernel
Interface as weH as those parts of the module generator which are responsible for compiling and linking a dynamic link library using a standard
C++ compiler and linker.
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Goal to achieve: creating a dynamic link library; a program which dynamically links and unlinks a dynamic link library and executes one of its
library routines; calling a routine of the main program from within the
library, if this is supported by the operating system;
2. Independent components:
These are the Module Manager and the key components of the alternative
address resolving mechanism in the K ernel Interface, the Dynamic Library
Interface and the Interpreter Interface.

Goal to achieve: a module generator which can create dynamic modules
that use the alternative address resolving methods; a program which can
dynamically link and unlink arbitrary modules and execute speciallibrary
routines; a module that calls a routine of the main program;
3. Gomponents which depend on the GAS:

These are the CAS kernel object address table (casSymbol), the Interpreter Interface ineluding the CAS user interface for using modules and
module functions from within the CAS session as well as the Programming
Interface to access the CAS kernel.
Goal to achieve: a module generator which creates dynamic, static and
pseudo modules; a CAS which can load, unload and use these modules;
dynamic modules which use CAS kernel routines and variables;
4. Service Gomponents:

These are, e.g., extended user interfaces for creating and administering
dynamic modules, support of tracing and debugging dynamic modules as
weH as a module toolbox with additional service routines which extend the
application programming interface;
Goal to achieve: an environment for developing, creating, debugging and
using dynamic modules in an interactive general purpose CAS.
For phase 1, one has to know how to create and use dynamic link libraries. The
corresponding technical details are discussed in Sections 1.2.4.1 and 1.2.4.2.
These parts must be implemented for each operating system and thus should
be separated from the other components elearly.
Phase 2 can be implemented straightforwardly for sequential CAS kernels. Realtime module aging based on an alarm timer and interrupt handler may be implemented, but is not necessary in most cases. Alternatively, the aging algorithm
can be caHed periodically from central parts of the evaluator. Although aging
is "cheap", the calling frequency should not be very high.
In phase 3, one must have a elose look at the CAS interpreter, its way of
representing and executing built-in functions as weH as library packages and
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library functions. These mechanisms must be extended to handle modules and
module functions in a "native" way and to support the use ofmodule procedures,
module expressions and embedded objects. Additionally, one must check which
parts of the CAS kernel should be enabled to displace modules.
Phase 4 finishes the implementation of the concept of dynamic modules. It
is important to support users in developing and using dynamic modules easily. Some services, even casControl, casStatus and casWhich or the module
generator, may be provided in the form of dynamic modules.

1.2.4.1

Creating Dynamic Link Libraries

Depending on the operating system, dynamic link libraries are often also called
dynamic libraries or shared libraries when their machine code in memory can
be shared by several processes. Also refer to Section 1.1.4.3.
Because dynamic link libraries can be linked into a running process at any time,
and thus, at an arbitrary (virtual) memory address, they must be compiled to
so-called position independent code (PIC). Most C/C++ and other compilers
support this feature. Typical command line option names are: -Kpic -pic for
standard compilers, -fpic for the GNU g++ compiler, +z for the CC compiler
on HP-UX systems and IMD for the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on Windows
95/NT systems.
The compiled code must be linked to a dynamic (shared) library. Most linkers
support this feature providing command line options such as -assert pure-text
or -G on SunDS and Solaris systems, -shared when using the GNU g++ compiler to call the linker as weIl as on IRIX and OSF systems, +b on HP-UX
systems, -Bsharable with NetBSD and FreeBSD or IDLL for the Microsoft
Visual C++ compiler on Windows 95/NT systems.
Detailed information about the support of compiling and linking dynamic link
libraries is available with the compiler and linker documentation.

1.2.4.2

About Dynamic Linking

The dynamic linker can be used to bind adynamie link library into a running
process and allows the executon of its machine code. Also see Section 1.1.4.3.
Different C/C++ interfaces are to be used on different operating systems in
order to load and unload adynamie link library and to resolve addresses of
its routines and variables. The following list describes the interfaces currently
provided by most popular operating systems:
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dlopen, dIclose, dlsym: These routines perform a kind of a standard for
modern UNIX operating systems. They are available with SunOS 4.x,
Solaris 5.x, Irix 5.x and 6.x, OSFI V3.x, Linux 2.x, NetBSD and FreeBSD.
Specific to these platforms is that dynamically linked code fragments can
implicitly access all symbols of the main process with no need to offer
special address resolving methods.
shLload, shLunload, shLfindsym: This interface is provided by HP-UX
9.x and IO.x. To allow dynamically linked code fragments to access symbols of the main process implicitly, the main process must be compiled
using a special compiler option -E. Refer to the CC compiler manual for
detailed information.
load, unload, entry point: This interface can be used on IBM/RS6000 machines using the AIX 3.x and 4.x operating system. Alas, these routines
do not support implicit access to the symbols of the main process from
within dynamically linked code fragments. Thus, alternative address resolving methods must be used. The routine load returns the entry point
routine after linking the library.
GetDiskFragment, CloseConnection, FindSymbol: This interface supports
dynamic linking on the Apple Macintosh System 7.5 operating system.
LoadLibrary, FreeLibrary, GetProcAddress: These routines are supported
by Windows 95/NT operating systems. Using them, dynamically linked
code fragments cannot access symbols of the main process implicitly.
Therefore, alternative address resolving methods must be used for this.
If an operating system does not provide some kind of dynamic linking, pseudo
modules may be used to emulate the use of dynamic modules on this platform
to give the user a unique look and feel for accessing module applications.

As an alternative to this, the Dld package31 may be used to perform explicit
dynamic linking. This package is available for several UNIX platforms and was
used for the first port of dynamic modules (from Solaris) to an experimental
Linux O.99p14 operating system. Due to the fact, that Linux now also supports
explicit dynamic linking (like Solaris), the Dld package is no longer used.
Note that implicit address resolving for routines and variables may also fail
when different (incompatible) C++ compilers are used to compile the main
process and the dynamic link library. This is due to the fact that object-oriented
31 A Dynamic

Link/Unlink Editor, Version 3.2.3, October 1990, W. WiIson Ho, described in

An Approach to Genuine Dynamic Linking, W. Wilson Ho (how@cs.ucdavis.edu) and Ronald

A. Ol550n (o1s50n@cs.ucdavis.edu).
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programming languages like C++ allow overloaded functions and operators as
in the following example:
long plus( long a, long b) {
float plus( float a, float b ) {

};
};

Therefore, C++ compilers encode the types of the function's parameters into
the internal symbol name to distinguish both routines. For the example above,
on Solaris 5.x operating systems, the standard C++ compiler CC 4.2 generates
the internal symbol names __ OFEplusITB and __ OFEplusfTB, whereas the GNU
C++ compiler g++ 2.8.1 generates the names plus __ Fll and plus __ Fff.
Due to these different naming conventions, implicit address resolving may fai!
when linking code fragments compi!ed by different compilers. As on AIX
and Windows operating systems, the alternative address resolving methods are
needed to access the CAS kernel.

1.2.4.3

Address Resolving for Kernel Objects

If implicit address resolving faHs when binding a dynamic link library (see Section 1.2.4.2), then alternative address resolving methods must be used. Figure
1. 7 shows how this can be done at runtime:

Kernel

T-D~t~~~n: ::::s:
:::l of specified object
~

-------Pha-;e2

t _~s~n~ :e~~I_c:d~ 1_-_-_-_-_-~-t'!.-rn-!-r~-s!!.-lt-_.30_""-_

Module
Ask for object address
Cast address to
äppropnäte type - - - Access kernel routine
respectively variable

Figure 1.7: Resolving and Accessing Kernel Objects
To determine the address of a specified routine or variable (see Phase 1 in Figure
1.7) a simple address vector can be used (see casSymbols). This may either be
accessed directly or via aresolver routine (see modResolve). In principle, the
following transformation has to be carried out to access a CAS kernel object
with this method:

Name >--+1 Index >--+2 Address >--+3 K ernel Obj ed
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First, transform the Name of an object to a corresponding unique Index. Second, use the index to read-out the address vector for determining the object's
Address. Third, apply a type casting to this address to enable the programmer
to use this Kernel Object as usual. This can be done in the Kernel Inter/ace
(see Section 1.2.2.4) using pre-processor macros like
#define casWhich

(* (cas_t (*)(»

libSymbols[42]

to access the address vector directly respectively, or
#define casWhich

(* (cas_t (*)(»

libResolver(42)

when aresolver routine is used. Within the module code, the programmer
sees no difference in using implicit address resolving or this alternative address
resolving method. In both cases, the routine casWhich can be used as usual:
cas_t path

= casWhich(

"stdmod.mdm" );

Switching between three kinds of address resolving respectively linking methods
can be done easily, when compiling the dynamic link library:
native linking: Do not include any resolver macros in the Kernel Inter/ace.
symbol table: Do include resolver macros which directly access the CAS kernel
object address table via the variable libSymbols.
resolver function: Do include resolver macros which access the CAS kernel
object address table via the routine libResolve.

The CAS kernel object address table as weIl as the resolver macros ofthe Kernel
Inter/ace can be created automatically with a pre-processor when compiling the
CAS kernel. For this, all CAS kernel routines and variables which are to be
inserted, must simply be marked within the C/C++ source code.
Note that on most operating systems, resolver routines like dlsym, shLfindsym
or GetProcAddress (see Section 1.2.4.2) can be used to explicitly resolve CAS
kernel objects. But for this to work, the interna! symbol name of a routine is
needed, which leads to the problems listed in Section 1.2.4.2.

1.3

Dynamic Modules in MuPAD 1.4

This section describes the implementation of the concept of dynamic modules
in MuPAD and demonstrates how dynamic modules can be created and used.
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1.3.1

About the Implementation

MuPAD is written in C/C++. It is designed as a parallel interactive general
purpose CAS with an object-oriented programming language. The following
paragraphs introduce special MuPAD features and discuss the realization and
implementation of the module concept with respect to them.

1.3.1.1

BuHt-in and Module Functions

A MuPAD built-in function is represented by a data structure called function environment (of MuPAD type DOM_FUNC_ENV) which is bound to a function name,
a so-called identifier (of MuPAD type DOM_IDENT). It acts as a representative
for a corresponding C/C++ routine defined in the kernel. The identifier as weil
as the function environment are objects of the MuPAD programming language
and can be manipulated by the user. Figure 1.8 shows a scheme of the function
environment of the built-in function loadmod.

Figure 1.8: Function Environment of the Built-in Function loadmod
Also module functions are represented by function environments in order to
have the same look and feel when dealing with built-in and module functions.
Figure 1.9 shows a scheme of the extended function environment used for the
module function stdmod: : age.

Figure 1.9: Function Environment ofthe Module Function stdmod: :age
This function environment contains a reference to the kernel routine modCall
(1200) which executes the machine code of the module function. It further
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contains the name of the module and the module function as well as optional
values such as a remember tablfi!2 and embedded objects (see Section 1.2.1.5).
Using the module and module function name for referencing the corresponding
machine code supports module replacing, load-on-demand, the use of shared
memory (Section 1.3.1.2) and rapid prototyping as discussed in Section 1.2.2.2.

1.3.1.2

Parallelism

The design of MuPAD offers two paradigms of parallelism: the so-called micro
parallelism and macro parallelism. [35, 40, 58]
Macro parallelism does not affect the implementation of the concept of dynamic
modules in MuPAD in any way. Refer to Section 1.4.1.6 to get more information
about macro parallelism and to read how it is realized in MuPAD 1.4.1 as a
dynamic module [94, 96].
Micro parallelism is designed for a shared memory (PRAM) architecture where
several MuPAD kernel processes (nodes) build a so-called cluster and share a
memory pool together. This is realized by a memory manager called MAMMUT
[60]. Parallelization takes place via a so-called problem heap that contains unevaluated tasks which can be fetched by the nodes for execution.
With respect to the implementation of the concept of dynamic modules, the
following facts are important:
• Each node runs as a sequential process. It uses local memory and has
access to the shared memory via MAMMUT routines.
• Function environments are represented as objects of the shared memory.
• It is not known in advance on which node function calls within parallel
statements will be executed.
The Module Managerintemally uses memory which is local with respect to the
current MuPAD node, whereas identifiers and function environments generated
by the Interpreter Interface are stored in the shared memory. This means,
the representatives of modules and module functions are defined globally in the
cluster at the moment when they are loaded on one node. 33 Process independent
references to the machine code ofmodule functions are used (see Section 1.3.1.1).
in Part 11, Chapter 6 Application Progrnmming Interface (MAPI).
33Loading a module on several nodes simultaneously is possible without problems with the
assumption that module names are unique and aIl modules define the same objects, because
the PRAM emulation of MAMMUT manages concurrent read/write accesses correctly.
32See MCremember
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This means that the user needs to load a module only on one node in order
to use it in the whole cluster. Furthermore, due to the fact that the module
machine code is loaded on demand and the module concept provides module
displacing and replacing strategies, the code is only linked on those nodes which
currently use it. Beside providing efficient resource management, this concept
automatically supports the migration 0/ tasks (which may call module functions)
between the nodes of a cluster.
Modules can use the local memory of a node34 as weil as the shared memory35
when dealing with MuPAD objects and expression trees.
Note: The development of micro parallelism was stopped with MuPAD 1.4.1.
Thus, it will not be considered further with new extensions of dynamic modules
in MuPAD.
1.3.1.3

Domains

The domains concept brings object-oriented programming (OOP) features to
the MuPAD programming language and enables the users to define their own
data types. Similar to C++ classes, domains provide namespaees and support
overloading of built-in functions and operators, easy development of polymorphie
library funetions as weil as a modular and object-oriented programming style.
The following example demonstrates in brief how domains can be defined and
used on a very basic level. Detailed information about domains with more
sophisticated applications are given in the Manual [101] and the MuPAD online
documentation [18].
The example defines a domain called str. The method new specifies how its
elements are created and represented internally, whereas print specifies how
they are displayed to the user. The method _plus represents the + operator
(summation). For this new defined data type, the + operator is overloaded for
chaining an arbitrary number of elements:
str:= domain(nstr n):
str::new := proc(s) begin new(str,s) end_proc:
str::print:= proc(s) begin n H' • extop(args (1) ,1). n, n end_proc:
str::_plus:= proc(s) begin new(str,_concat(map(args(),extop,l») end_proc:

This new user-defined data type can now be used such as a native MuPAD type:
34For this, the usua! C/C++ memory allocation routines or the MAPI routines HFcmalloc
and HFcfree can be used - see Part 11, Chapter 6 Application Programming Inter/ace (MAPI).
35This is done via MAMMUT routines respectiveJy corresponding MAPI routines described in
Part 11, Chapter 6 Application Programming Inter/ace (MAPI).
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s:=str(ICreate"):

t:=str("data types"):
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v:=s +str(" JOur own ") +t;

'Create JOur own data types'

1.3.1.4

MuPAD Library Packages

MuPAD library packages are organized as domains, so-called library domains.
They are written in the MuPAD programming language and contain so-called
library functions which are defined in the form of MuPAD procedures.
Library packages can be loaded using the command loadlib. If MuPAD runs in
parallel (see Section 1.3.1.2), they are defined as objects of the shared memory.
info displays brief information about a library package and export propagates
its library functions, which are by default defined as local objects of the library
domain, as global objects. With this, a library function dom: : fun can be called
via fun without the need to use the prefix dom: : .
Library packages and functions cannot be unloaded. Once they are loaded, they
can only be removed by resetting or terminating the MuPAD session or by unassigning all identifiers (names) defined by the corresponding library package.
Also modules are organized as domains, so-called module domains. Instead of
using loadlib, modules are loaded via the built-in function loadmod respectively the library function module. After this, they can be used in the same way
as library packages, e.g. info displays abriefinformation about the module and
export exports the module functions. For details about the user interface, refer
to Part 11, Chapter 2 Modules User Inter/ace.
While library functions are defined as MuPAD procedures, module functions are
represented as function environments as described in Section 1.3.1.1.
The fact, that modules are represented as domains enables the user to implement new data types via dynamic modules (see Section 1.3.1.3). For details
and examples refer to Part 11, Seetion 7.4 User-defined Data Types.
This supports the integration of arbitrary and very efficient special purpose
C/C++ data structures into MuPAD. These are handled like native MuPAD
objects and, if they define mathematical objects, can be used instantly with
the polymorphie MuPAD library. With respect to the example given in Section
1.3.2.6, a new data type like mfp can be used to define, e.g., polynomials 1';(x)
over mfp36. These can be multiplied just using the MuPAD * operator.
36Note that the implementation of the module mfp described in Part 11, Section 10.2.2 is
incomplete. Refer to the Manual (18) for detailed information about implementing mathematical domains in MuPAD.
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Miscellaneous

Address Resolving
For IBM/RS6000 AIX 3.x/4.x and PC/Windows 95/NT systems, the alternative address resolving methods, described in Section 1.2.4.3, are implemented.
The CAS kernel address table contains primitives needed for MAPI as weil as
routines needed by the Kernel Interface for organizing module functions.
On UNIX operating systems like Solaris, IRIX, HP-UX, Linux, etc., the alternative address resolving methods are not needed because the MuPAD kernel is
compiled in such a way that dynamic link libraries can access kernel objects
via the implicit address resolving methods of the dynamic linker. However, the
user can switch to these methods when compiling a module, e.g. for tracing its
use of MuPAD kernel objects with the MuPAD preference Prei: : moduleTrace
(see Part II, Section 7.5 MuPAD Preferences).
On these systems, the MuPAD developers can access all internal routines and
variables of the MuPAD kernel. Thus, dynamic modules also provide a platform to add and test new features before they are permanently inserted into
the kernel. This technique was used, e.g., by Torsten Metzner (University of
Paderborn) when developing the new MCODE binary encoding for MuPAD, which
supports the exchange of MuPAD objects in heterogeneous networks.
Application Programming Interface
The Programming Interface MAPI is realized as a lean C/C++ interface to
access essential kernel routines. This is described in detail in Part II, Chapter
6 Application Programming Interface (MAPI).
For the coming MuPAD release, MAPI is further extended with a module toolbox
which is currently provided in the form of C++ inline functions and contains
more complex service routines based on MAPI. The strict separation of MAPI
and toolbox routines supports the maintenance of this user interface.
Extended Module Management
The user interface for the extended module management, like controlling the
module aging, getting statistics, looking for modules or displaying module online
documentation is implemented in the form of the library package module which
is described in detail in Part II, Section 2.2 Extended Module Management.
The C/C++ primitives used by the library package module are not part of the
MuPAD kernei, but are themselves implemented as module functions, provided
by the dynamic module stdmod.
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Module Generator
The module generator (also see Section 1.2.3) supports the following features:
• The use of different C++ compilers, e.g. the standard compiler CC respectively ace, xlC or the GNU compiler g++.
• Direct support for frequently used C++ compiler and linker options. Support for passing specific options to the compiler or linker.
• The use of module generator inline options which provide an alternative
to using module generator command line options. These can be used, e.g.
to instruct the module generator to use a specific compiler/linker or to
link a speciallibrary, etc. This can either be defined for specific operating
systems or for all operating systems.
• Switching between native linking and the use of the alternative address
resolving methods via a symbol table respectively a resolver function.
• The possibility to separately suppress the execution of the module generator phases creating, compiling or linking. This can be used, e.g., to
optimize Makefiles.
• Splitting the module source code into several files and linking arbitrary
object code, static libraries and/or dynamic libraries.
• Creating a module Makefile which can be used to realize large module
projects. [new feature]
• Creating adebug version of a dynamic module for debugging it with a
C/C++ source code debugger after it is loaded in MuPAD.
• Creating module binaries via drag and drop. [new feature of MuPAD on
Windows 95/NT]
For information about using the module generator with MuPAD 1.4.1 refer to
Part II, Chapter 5 Module Generator.

1.3.1.6

Extensions for the Coming Release

The developer version of MuPAD for Windows 95/NT now supports dynamic
modules. The module generator uses the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler to
create module binaries. Section 1.3.2 demonstrates the use and creation of
dynamic modules on this operating system.
The developer version of MuPAD for Apple Macintosh PPC System 7.5 now
also supports dynamic modules. The Dynamic Link Interface for this operating
system as weil as an extension for using the module generator as a plug-in
of the MetroWorks CodeWarrior 7.x C++ compiler has been implemented in
co operation with Gerald Rüscher (Universität-GH Paderborn).
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1.3.2

Examples of Creating and Using Dynamic Modules

Figure 1.10 shows the developer version of MuPAD for Windows 95 /NT operating systems with several notebooks which use dynamic modules.
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Figure 1.10: Dynamic Modules with MuPAD for Windows 95/NT

1.3.2.1

A First Example

Figure 1.11 demonstrates the use of a dynamie module date which consists of a
module fun ction date : : get that returns the current date and time in the form
of a character string.
The module is loaded using the command module, info displays brief information about it. The module can be used like a library package and export
exports its module function. Note, that even after the module machine code is
unloaded with the command module : :displace , the module is still known by
MuPAD and the module fun ction can be executed. In this case, the machine
code is automatically reloaded.
The complete user-defined module source code of t he module date consists of
only a few lines of CjC++ code:
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dc'te: :doc:. date: :get

"Mon rob 22 11:.l3:0S 1999"

"Mon l"eb 22 U:1J,05 1999"
•
•

rQ~du1.e: ttli~pl",.;:e(d:).~ei:
~

... t.,U;

"Mon P'cb 22 1.1: 13;05 1999;

Figure 1.11: Dynamic Modules with MuPAD for Windows 95/NT
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// MODULE: date.cpp -- A date function for MuPAD
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
MFUNC ( get, MCnop )
// Module function with No OPtions
{time_t
clock;
// Declare your C++ variables
char
*cstrg;
MFnargsCheck(O);
time(kclock);
cstrg = ctime(kclock);
cstrg[24] = '\0';
MTcell mstrg = MFstring(cstrg);
MFreturn( mstrg );

//
//
//
//
//
//

00 not allow any arguments
C++ code to get the current
date in form of a C string.
Remove the '\n' at the end.
Convert into a MuPAD string
Return the result to MuPAD

} MFEND

MFUNC defines the module function get and MCnop specifies that this is a standard module function with no special features. After decIaring some C/C++
variables, the MAPI routine MFnargsCheck is used to check the number of arguments passed to this function. It aborts the evaluation with an error message
if the wrong number of arguments is given. It not, the current date and time
are determined as usual in C/C++. The result is a C/C++ character string
which is converted into a MuPAD character string of type DOM_STRING using the
MAPI routine MFstring. This is returned to the MuPAD kernel (interpreter)
using the MAPI routine MFreturn. The definition of the module function ends
with the keyword MFEND.
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As easy as using and writ ing dynamic modules, it is to create modules using
the MuPAD module generator (rnrng). Figure 1.12 demonstrates t he use of its
command li ne version. After analyzing and extending the user-defined source
code, it is compiled and linked using a standard C++ compiler. In t he example
below, option -v is used to instruct rnrng to display all tasks that are carried out.

IIIr idui~ .

_

h,.tzasetzea • . .

Figure 1.12: Using the MuPAD Module Generator
However, on Windows 95/NT systems dynamic modules can be created much
easier via drag and drop as demonstrated in Figure 1.13. The modu le source
file shell . cpp is just dragged and dropped on the module generator rnrng . bat.
Wit h t his, a new command shell window is opened to display protocol messages
and the module binary, here shell . mdm, is placed on the desktop.

Figure 1.13: Creating a Module via drag and drop on Windows 95/NT
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Fast Numeric Calculation Using NAG and IMSL

The second example deITlOnstrates adynamie modu le nage whieh provides algori thms using NAG C library rou tines37 for doing very fast numerieal calculations.
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Figure 1.14: Using NAG Algorithms within MuPAD
The module fune tiorl nage: : roots computes approximations for all eomplex
roots of a eomplex polynorn ial. It eonsists of the fo llowing few li nes of C/C++
code. The routines with the prefi x MN belong to a small data eonversion toolbox,
whieh is provided with the header fi le mnag. h.
#include nmnag.h u

MFUNC( roots, MCnop
{ MFnargsCheck(l) ;
MFargCheck(l,DOM_POLY);
Integer degree
MFdegPoly(
Complex 'poly
(Complex' )
(Complex ' )
Complex 'roots
c02afc( degree, poly , TRUE ,
MFcfree( poly);

MFarg(l) );
MNcomplexPoly( MFarg(l) ) ;
MFcmalloc( degree'sizeof(Complex) );
roots , MNfail ()); I/find all roots

MTcell result = MNcomplexList( roots, degree ); //convert result
MFcfree( roots );
MFreturn( result );
} MFEND
37NAG, The Numerical Algorithms Group Ltd ., http : //,,,,,,.nag.co .uk : The NAG C library
is a wen kJ1oWJ1 commercial C library with a huge set of professional numeric routines .
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The NAG C library is available as a dynamic link library for Windows 95/NT and
as static libraries for UNIX operating systems. Algorithms im plemented on top
of it can easily be used within dynamic modules. The same can be done with
t he NAG Fort ran library. Also refer to Part II, Section 10.3.2 Using the NAGC
Libmry. An example of using t he NAG counterpart IMSL 38 is given in Part II,
Section 10.3. 1 US'ing the IMSL Libmry. Users mayaIso integrate their own
numeric functions using machine flo ating point mathematical routines, e.g. as
demonstrated in Part II, Section 10.2.2 Using Machine Floating Point Numbers.
By integrating such libraries into MuPAD one can combine the power of fast professional numeric algorithms with the strength of symbolic computing to solve
mathematical problems. Furthermore, MuPAD provides a flexible and comfort able interface to numeric algorithms, graphics capabilities included. With
these features, it now provides a convenient platform for real world applications.
Refer to the proj ect described in Section 1.4.1.7 for a simple example.
1.3.2.3

Graphics and Highly Recursive Algorithms

The next example demonstrates how dynamic modules can be used for creatin g
graphics efficiently. Figure 1.15 shows the plot of a so-called dmgon curve which
is computed recursively. Please refer to Part II, Section 10.1.6 Plotting Dmgon
Curves for adefinition and a detailed description .

Figure 1.15: Using Dynamic Mod ules in Graphics
38Visual Numerics International, http://www.vni.com: Tbe IMSL library is a weil known
commercial C library witb a buge set of professional numeric routines.
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Using a C/C++ routine instead of a MuPAD procedure to create dragon curves
is much faster. Because this problem is highly recursive, the speed-u p is about
200 for a dragon curve of level 12 (increasing rapidly for higher levels'). One
reason for t his is that CAS data structures can be accessed on a C/ C++ level
much faster and more flexible than on the interactive programming level.

1.3.2.4

Interacting with the Operating System

\'Vith dynamic modules, accessing arbitrary features of the operating system can
easily be realized. For example, interacting wit h the command shell to operate
on fi les and directories as demonstrated in Figure 1.16 or interoperating with
special computer hardware components etc. from within MuPAD.
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Figure 1.16: Interacting with the Shell of the Operating System
This feature can be used, e.g. , to interact with machines or experiments gen erating and analyzing sam pIe data, e.g. for statistics, quality control, etc.
If complex sampIe files are to be read-in or have to be translated, the user may
also create and use scanner modules, e.g. using the flex 39 scanner generator as
demonstrated in Part 11, Section 10.7.4 Creat'ing Scanner' Modules using flex .

1.3.2.5

Extending the Graphical User Interface

Dynamic modules also enable users to extend t he graphi cal user interface of
MuPAD by providing modu le fUllctions for message or request boxes and dialogs
for selecting fi les or directories etc.
39flex , Fast lexical analyzer generator, public1y available under GNU license.
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Figure 1.17: Using Modules for Implementing Windows Dialogs
This ean support the implementation of easy-to-use CAS algorithms using buttons, menus and tables as main input devices. Either special dialogs can be
added for special applications or a toolbox module, like the dynamie module
win ean be used as demonstrated in Figure 1.17. On UNIX operating systems
this can be realized using XlI or Motif. See Part II, Section 10.7.1 Including
Moti! Widgets for an example.

1.3 .2.6

Integrating New Efficient Data Types and AIgorithms

Dynamic modules can also be used to integrate new efficient data types. This
is supported by the fact that in MuPAD , a module is represented as a dornain
(see Section 1.3.1.3) wh ich provides object-oriented programming features.
Figure 1.18 demonstrates adynamie module mfp which defines the domain of
maehine floating point numbers for speeding up numerical caiculations 40 Also
refer to Part II, Section 10.2.2 Using Machine Floating Point Nurnbers.
As with the MuPAD programming language, dynamic modules can also be used
to implement mathematical domains (see [18J for details). Such new efficient
implementations of data types can be used with the whole polymorphie MuPAD
library and may speed-up the system in general. For example, defining polynomials Pi (x) over a domain like mfp, the standard MuPAD operator * can be
used for multiplying them. 41
40The MuPAD kernel 1.4 always uses mbitrary precision floating point numbers.
4\ Note that the implementation of module mfp described in Part TI, Section 10.2.2 is incomplete. Read Manual [18J for details about implementing mathematical domains in MuPAD .
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Figure 1.18: Integrating Efficient Data Structures via Dynamic Modules
Many other libraries and algorithms can be used easily in this way. For example,
GMP42 and NTL43 , weil known (computer algebra C/C++) libraries for doing
arbitrary precision arithmetic and number theory, and MAGNllM'", a C++ dass
library e.g. for efficiently factoring univariate polynomials over residue dass
ring Fp , where pisa prime less than 2 16 • Demonstrations are given in Part 11,
Section 10.4.1 Using the GMP Library, Section 10.5.1 Polynomial Factorization
with MAGNUM and Section 10.5.2 Using the NTL Library.
The MAGNUM and NTL interfaces have been implemented in cooperation with Paul
Zimmermann at INRlA Lorraine for his research in factoring polynomials. Also
refer to his web pages at http://wvw.loria.fr/~zimmerma/mupad/.

1.4

Applications of Dynamic Modules

Dynamic modules offer a broad field of applications. This section lists ongeing projects developing modules and describes related applications and further
prospects. The projects improve the functionality of MuPAD and prove the usefulness of dynamic modules in practice. Many of these applications are used by
MuPAD users and researchers dealing with mathematics and related sciences.
More examples with C/C++ source code for MuPAD 1.4.1 on Solaris and Linux
operating systems are described in Part 11, Chapter 10 Demos and Applications
and are available on the accompanying CD-ROM45 published by Springer [85).
42GNU Multi Precision Library, refer to Part n, Appendix A.1.4 Cor details.
43Nwnber Theory Library, refer to Part n, Appendix A.l. 7 Cor details.
44MAGNUM, refer to Part 11, Appendix A.1.5 Cor details.
45 A complete overview is given at http://wvw . mupad. da/BIBI sorgatz98 . shtml.
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1.4.1

Joined and External Projects

1.4.1.1

MP and Singular

MP [30, 31] is an interprocess communication protocol to exchange mathematical
data encoded as attributed syntax trees. In this sense, it is comparable to the
OpenMath [97] protocol. Both are discussed on page 12.
Singular [32] is a special purpose computer algebra system for commutative
algebra, algebraic geometry and singularity theory and provides very fast algorithms for polynomial computations.
In a cooperation of Andreas Sorgatz, Torsten Metzner (both Universität-GH
Paderborn) and Olaf Bachmann, Hans Schönemann (both Zentrum für Computeralgebra, Un iversität Kaiserslautern) a project has been founded to connect
MuPAD and Singular using MP for accomplishing extremely fast Groebner bases
computations from within MuPAD [3, 4] and to enable Singular users to plot
and display graphics via the MuPAD graphics tool. Figure 1.19 demonstrates
the communication scheme in brief.

.
; - _ _ _• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

hdm,l~~l\c<,>u~

!

~~I~ ~

Figure 1.19: Connecting MuPAD and Singular via MP
First demonstrations of this project were given by computing t he solution for
problem 6 of t he ISSAC'97 system challenge (computation of a lexicographical
Groebner bases - see [75, 76], demonstrated at ISSAC'97) and with ca\culating
and plotting a prime decomposition at ICM'98 46 Note timt this is a prototype and t he project is still a subj ect of current research. Refer to Part II,
Section 10.5.4 Interfacing Singular and Section 10.6.2 The MP Protocol for a
demonstration and detailed information about the module source code.
Due to the experiences made with implementing the MuPAD- Singular interconnection, t he decision has been made to realize the concept of dynamic modules also in Singular. The development is still going on and a first version
with dynamically linked Singular library packages can be expected with the
46S ee http://1I1I1I .mathematik.uni - kl.dej"'zca/SingularIICM-98/mupad_ primdec. html for

details.
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coming release. More inform ation about th is is available from Olaf Bachmann
and Hans Schönemann ({ obachman,hannes }@mathematik.uni-klode).
Further appl ications of a MuPAD MP interface can be expected from an im plementation made by Simon Gray at Ash land University, USA, supporting the
interoperation of MuPAD and Matlab [99] via MP. This project was part of the
PhO thesis [29] . Refer to its Section 5.5 Dictionaries as a Virtual Math Engine.
1.4.1.2

GB and RealSolving

GB [23, 24] stands far Groebner' Basis and is a tool to compute Groebner bases
in an extremely efficient way. It was developed by Jean-Charles Faugere at
Universite de Paris 6. RealSolving [70, 71] is a special tool to count and
isolate real roots of polynomial systems. It was developed by Fabrice Rouillier
at Loria, INRIA Lorraine. Both special purpose software tools perform exact
computations that make, in particular, their results safe.
Fabrice RouiJIier integrated the interprocess communication protocol used by GB
and RealSolving via dynamic modules into MuPAD 1.4 and now provides an interface to use both packages from within MuPAD . This is used , e.g. , in robotics:
Given a robot wh ich carries a movable platform on six arms of constant length ,
find all possible positions of this platform. To solve this efficiently, the problem
specification is in put in MuPAD , pre-processed , transformed into a polynomial
system and given to GB/ RealSolving to compute intermediate results very fast.
Then MuPAD collects all intermediate results, does some post-processing and
presents the result numeri cally or graphically as shown in Figure 1.20. All binaries are publicly available at http ://,,,,,,. loria . frl ~rouillie/binaries . html.
Also refer to Part II, Section 10.5.3 The GB and RealSolving System.

Figure 1.20: Using MuPAD with GB and RealSolving in Robotics
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The mu-EC Package

mu-EC is a MuPAD Environrnent for Combinator'ics develop ed by Alain Laseoux,
Vineent Prosper [68], Bruno Gauthier, Ralf Gugiseh, Bun Chan Vorac Ung and
Sebastien Veigneau at the University of Marne-la-Vallee in Franee. It follows
ACE, an Algebraie Combinatories Environment for Maple (20 paekages with
~300 funetions), developed at the University of Marne-la-Vallee by Sebastien
Veigneau , and thus will include most of the kernel funetions of ACE.
mu-EC includes the C software SYMMETRICA [44) as adynamie module for heavy
eomputations and also includes new funetionalities for eombinatories such as the
implementation of lambda-rings (formal addition, subtraetion, multiplieation of
alphabets-set of variables) with applieation either to multivariate polynomials
or to symmetrie polynomials with float eoeffieients, Multivariate polynomial
interpolat ion, including Lagrange, Newton, Sylvester, ete., and more will also
be available, Figure 1.21 demonstrates how the eomponents work together.

Figure 1.21: A MuPAD Environment for Combinatories
To cite the author's Web page: "" let me first thank alt the MuPAD team for
making such a software, which is, as far as I can see, the computer algebra
system that is the most oriented towards the future in its design and realization,
Additional doeumentation ab out mu-EC and download information is avail ab le
at http://lleyl. univ-mlv .f r/ ~muecl or via email tomu-EC@univ-mlv .fr .

1.4.1.4

Scilab

It is a joint projeet of a team at INRIA Lorraine, SeiFaee Software and the
MuPAD group to intereonneet MuPAD and Scilab 47 [1 3) and further to develop
problem solving environments for applieations in industry,
47Scilab is a free counterpart of Matlab for doing numeri cal calculation in linear algebra.
For detailed information refer to the web si te http://llllll-rocq ,inria. frlscilab/,
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The basis of all interactions between MuPAD and Scilab is a dynamic module called scilab48 which implements an interprocess communication protocol
using PVM [25] as the transportation layer49 and enables MuPAD users to call
very fast Scilab functions in a MuPAD-like style interactively as weil as from
MuPAD algorithms. The current prototype supports calling Scilab functions
for doing linear algebra using real matrices as demonstrated below:
» sCilab::sqrt(34)
5.830951894

» A:=Dom::Matrix(Dom::Real)([[23.0,24.34,54.0] ,[12.0,23. 0,45455.333]])
+-

-+

23.0, 24.34,
12.0,

54.0

23.0, 45455.333

+-

-+

» scilab::_plus(A,A)
+-

-+

46.0, 48.68,
24.0,

108.0

46.0, 90910.666

+-

-+

Additional information about this project is available from Dr. Oliver Kluge via
email toinfo<!lsciface.com.

1.4.1.5

Fortran Code and Macrofort

With dynamic modules Fortran code can be integrated and used in MuPAD in
a flexible and very efficient way, e.g. the NAG Fortran library50 or user-defined
Fortran subroutines.
As part of the project described in the previous section, Tony Scott at INRlA
Lorraine ports, extends and optimizes the Macrofort/Transfor package [26J for
MuPAD. With this, MuPAD algorithms will be translated to Fortran code which
can either be used in Scilab or with other software tools or be integrated into
MuPAD by linking it via a dynamic module interface. Figure 1.22 demonstrates
the scheme of generating and using Fortran code in MuPAD.
48This module is being developed by Torsten Metzner at Universität-GH Paderborn.
49Data exchange is done in the internal data format of ScHab. Data conversion takes place
within the dynamic module when writing respectively reading to/&om the network.
50 Also refer to Section 1.3.2.2 for an example of using the NAG C library.
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Figure 1.22: An Introduction to Macrofort and Transfor
Once it will be available, rapid prototyping can be done in MuPAD with no need
to care about the ugly details of Fortran programming. Compiling this code
into a dynamic module later, provides MuPAD high-speed numeric functions
which are suitable for real world applications.

1.4.1.6

Parallelism

Besides micro parallelism (discussed in Section 1.3.1.2), MuPAD also supports
a concept called macro parallelism for distributed computing [58]. The implementation and extension of macro parallelism in MuPAD 1.4.1 for heterogeneous
computer networks 51 have been done by Torsten Metzner, Manfred Radimersky,
Andreas Sorgatz and Stefan Wehmeier at the Universität-GH Paderborn. This
work was supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich 376 Massive Parallelität Algorithmen - Entwurfsmethoden - Anwendungen [51, 86].
Macro parallelism follows the master-worker paradigm. The first node of the
network is interactive and is called the master. While the master is connected
to a terminal, all other nodes (slaves) use a so-called work queue to successively
fetch and evaluate tasks.
Macro parallelism covers three fields of parallel programming: pipes and queues
(for some kind of message passing), global network variables (also used for network locks and semaphores) and work groups (for simple automaticjob scheduling) - see Figure 1.23. It allows the user to (re-)configure and (re-}start a
heterogeneous network of MuPAD nodes at any time during a MuPAD session.
5 1 This

is currently available for MuPAD 1.4.1 on Solaris and Linux operating systems.
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Figure 1.23: Macro Parallelism in MuPAD 1.4.1
The implementation is realized as a dynam ic module net wh ich contains the
code for the master and the code for the slaves. As network transportation layer
PVM [25] is used. This is a portable C li brary which is easy to use and supports
managing an arbitrary number of MuPAD nodes in a heterogeneous network
and sending and receiving network messages. Figure 1. 24 shows a simpl ified
scheme of the intern al design of the net module.
Iinturace: masl", r~(Jd-.

MuPAD Kernell.4.1
(sequential)

..

MuPAD Layer

Module

Network Layer

--

Master Slave

Nctwork

j:,~~;;Ei

writ~, global. gjQb. ...

MuPAD

Kernel
1.4.1

PVM

I

Ne twork - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - -

Figure 1. 24: Scheme of the Dynamic Module net
Technical details including a complete user manu al and CD-ROM with sources
and binaries have been published as UseT's G'uide to Ma cTo Pamllelism in MuPAD 1.4 .1 [94, 96]. Also see Part H, Section 10.6.3 MuPAD MacTO Pamllelism_
U sing Threads
As part of the So ndeTjoTschungsbeTeich 376, the concept of dynamic modules
was furth er developed as a flexible and efficient technology for integrating parallel algorithms into illteractive general purpose CAS . The main aspect was seen
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in the dynamical integration of network services and interprocess communication protocols for distributed computing [51, 86]. However, parallel computing
using the technology of multi threading mayaiso be used within dynamic modules. A simple demonstration is given in Part II, Section 10.7.3 Using POSIX
Threads. In contrast to network computing, like macro parallelism, this method
is also suitable for very fine grained parallelism.
Note that at present, the memory management of MuPAD 1.4.1 is not fully
thread-safe, therefore algorithms running as threads linked into the MuPAD
kernel as dynamic modules must not use kernel routines and properties based
on it. However, external thread-safe computer algebra C/C++ libraries may
be linked and executed as parallel threads.
1.4.1.7

An Application in Fracture Mechanics

The ongoing master thesis of Hans Dietmar Jäger (jagger(!luni-paderborn.de)
at the Universität-GH Paderborn with the title Mathematische und didaktische
Aufbereitung einer elektronischen Lehreinheit (Optische Spannungs analyse) mittels eines Computeralgebra-Systems (MuPAD) [36] is a joint project of the Laboratory of Technical Mechanics (LTM, Prof. Dr. rer. nato Klaus Herrmann and
Dr.-Ing. Ferdinand Ferber), the department Computers and Society (Prof. Dr.Ing. Reinhard Keil-Slawik) and the MuPAD group.
The LTM tries to analyze the fracture behavior of a crack tip stress (failure
analysis) by using a classical optical method. When these fracture mechanical parameters, the so-called stress intensity factors, are known, a statement
about the stability of the specimen is possible. Therefore, e.g., in car or plane
construction, it is very important to know these parameters.
By using polarized monochromatic light, one gets isochromatic fringe patterns
(see Figure 1.25) for a specimen under stress. The desired parameters kl and k2
can then be calculated by grabbing the intensity of special sampie points, adding
some information about the material attributes and evaluating a mathematical
method. The parameter kl is responsible for principal stress and k2 for shear
stress. The other way round, one can synthesize the isochromatic fringe pattern by evaluating the analytical mathematics relation for given stress intensity
factors as demonstrated in Figure 1.25.
The first problem requires solving a system of linear equations. For small examples this can be done using MuPAD library functions. For examples with relevancy for industrial applications, module functions based on algorithms using
special numeric libraries, e.g. the NAG or IMSL library (refer to Section 1.3.2.2),
may be used in the future.
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Figure 1. 25: Computing Isochromatic Fringe Patterns
The second problem can be red uced to some number C'runching using trigonometric fun ctions. Due to the fact th at interactive general purpose CAS are
not very good at it , th is part is implemented as a small dynamic module usin g
machin e floating point number arithm etic. Using t his module, t he speed of
the algorithm can be improved by a factor of about 20-100 (depending on the
com puter hardware) when computing an image of 128x 128 points.

1.4.2

Related Applications

1.4.2.1

CA-Compiler

A CAS compiler/translator compiles CAS procedures to binary /machine code
in order to speed-up algorithms and/or to use them wit hin other computing
environm ents. This can be done e.g. by fi rst transforming CAS procedures into
Lisp, C/C++ or Fortran code which is t hen compiled to binar)' / machine code
with a standard Lisp , C/C++ or Fortran compiler.
T here are two different approaches of creating such code. First, compiling t he
CAS code into a representation whi ch can be executed faster t han the original
one, preservi ng t he se mant ics of t he algori thm , e.g. t his is done by the Reduce
and AXIOM compile fun ctions (see page 14) , and second , generating code which
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uses machine floating point number arithmetic for heavy computations and applications in numerics. For this, most CAS provide functions like generate : : C
and generate : : fortran 52 to transform simple CAS expressions. Extended
versions of this concept are CAS translators like Macrofort [26] (see Section
1.4.1.5) and MathCode C++ [47] which can compile complete CAS procedures.
MathCode C++ is developed by MathCorr!'3. It compiles a subset ofMathematica
into C++ code with the aim of providing a platform for rapid prototyping and
development for doing heavy computations. Besides other applications, this
code can also be used from within Mathematica via MathLink [48]. This feature compares to approaches ofthe MuPAD-Scilab project (see Section 1.4.1.4
and Section 1.4.1.5) using Macrofort to generate Fortran code which is then
linked into MuPAD as a dynamic module. This is more efficient than following
the concept of MathLink.
To develop a MuPAD compiler in the future, an evaluation was done in order to
get experiences with building a CAS compiler on top of the concept of dynamic
modules. This is documented in the Teubner Report [78], Section 7 Ein CACompiler für MuPAD. Key features and capabilities of this prototype are:
• The compiler is completely written in the MuPAD programming language.
• The compiler gets a list of MuPAD procedures, translates it into module
source code and then compiles it to an executable dynamic module.

• Two compiling levels: The compiler translates MuPAD objects either to
C/C++ expressions or to MuPAD expressions which are managed as embedded objects (see Section 1.2.1.5) within the dynamic module. The
second solution is used in those cases, where no efficient C/C++ can be
generated and also for objects which are not known by the compiler. This
means, that even the small prototype can handle all MuPAD expressions,
although it cannot generate more efficient code for some objects.
• Modular and extendable compiler: The compiler was designed in such a
way, that it can be extended step-by-step even by the user. Considering
that MuPAD provides object-oriented programming features and allows
users to implement their own data types, when processing a domain, the
compiler first looks for a domain method parser which may provide a
compiler extension to compile this domain and its elements efficiently.
• Preserving semantics: This is done in any case.
52Refer to the MuPAD Manual [101].
53 MathCore AB, Mjardevi Science Park, Sweden, http://www.rnathcore.com.
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The code produced by this prototype is not efficient (only about as fast as the
input code). Reasons for the lack of performance were the concept of preserving the semantics of algorithms in any case, weak code optimization due to
problems with the generality of the MuPAD language (e.g. domains, dynamic
scoping, no typed variables), the internal software engineering of the MuPAD
kernel (e.g. important kernel features can only be reached via the interpreter
interface which requires to create temporary function environments and corresponding data structures at runtime) and last but not least, that the prototype
only translates a small subset of MuPAD objects to efficient C/C++ code and
generates embedded objects by default.
However, the experiment shows that dynamic modules are suitable as a base
technology for linking hybrid MuPAD-C/C++ code (see Section 1.2.1.5) and,
that the idea of having a modular compiler with more than one compiling level
is a very powerful approach.
Since this first try, the situation has changed. The coming MuPAD release provides static scoping and supports the declaration of the type of procedure parameters. This makes optimization much easier. Also, with porting Macrofort
to MuPAD and now having experiences with linking Fortran code into dynamic
modules, a powerful tool for translating numeric algorithms is available. Furthermore, Holger Naundorfhas developed a byte-code representation for MuPAD
expressions54 which makes a subset of MuPAD algorithms much more compact
and faster in executions. With this, a new MuPAD compiler can be implemented
for coming MuPAD releases considering the following main aspects:
• Keeping the modular compiler design.
• The compiler should be written as a hybrid algorithm implemented as a
dynamic module which contains a fast C/C++ written core and a library
package providing compiler extensions written in the MuPAD language.
Implementing the prototype showed, that technical things, like analyzing
and manipulating character strings etc., can be done more conveniently
and much more efficiently in C/C++ than in the MuPAD language.
• Instead of giving the compiler a set or list of procedures to compile, the
new compiler should translate complete domains in order to have a direct
correspondence between the input domain and the module domain which
is generated. This is especially supported with the concept of module
procedures and module expressions provided by dynamic modules.
• As the prototype, the new compiler should be able to handle all MuPAD
objects, even if it can only generate embedded objects of some of them.
54Currently, this is an experimental version and exists for internal use only.
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• The new compiler should also be able to generate byte code. With this,
three compiling and optimization levels will be available: machine code for
pure numeric functions and simple loops etc., byte code for more complex
loops and symbolic computations and embedded objects for code which
cannot be transformed into the other representations (efficiently) or which
is explicitly frozen by the user.
• An explicit support for translating numerical code using Macrofort etc.
is needed. For using this code without having a Fortran compiler, the
f2c 55 program can create pure C/C++ code.
• For convenient and efficient programming, inlining of C/ C++ and Fortran
code must be provided. This is supported with the new capability of writing MuPAD procedures with strictly typed input and output parameters.
The C/C++ or Fortran code can then be embedded into a procedure as
an optional character string.
This concept supports rapid prototyping and development of fast algorithms by
providing MuPAD as an open problem solving environment for mathematical
applications (see Section 1.4.2.5).
1.4.2.2

Computing Server

In all applications of dynamic modules listed before, the CAS, here MuPAD,
provides the user front end. However, it is also possible to go the other way
round, using dynamic modules to define interprocess communication interfaces
or using the Application Programming Interface to call the CAS kernel from a
C/C++ programming level directly. Both technologies have important meaning
in practice and allow to use the CAS as an embedded computing server within
other software environments.
For example, similarly to the use of Maple (see Part II, Section 10.1.4 Calling
UNIX Programs via Pipes) or the use of Bemina56 from within MuPAD, also
MuPAD may be used by other mathematical packages for doing symbolic computations. As with the examples above, this can simply be done by starting
MuPAD and communicating with it via pipes or files using character strings.
55f2c is public1y available under GNU license.
56Bernina, a mathematical package for solving ODEs, Manuel Bronstein, for details refer
to the web site http://ww.inria.fr/safir /WHOSWHO/Manuel. Bronstein/bernina. html.
An interface for using Bemina from within MuPAD has been written by Winfried Fakler
(faklerlOmupad.de), Universität-GH Paderborn. Also refer to the abstract and talk [88].
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But with the realization of dynamic modules and its Application Programming
Interface, MuPAD can offer more: On the one hand, users can implement dynamic modules to define how they want to communicate with MuPAD, e.g. for
using MuPAD as a network computing server as demonstrated in the foUowing
paragraph. On the other hand, MuPAD can be made available as a C-caller
computing server as discussed in the next but one paragraph, enabling users to
link the MuPAD kernel into their programs.

1.4.2.3

Network Computing Server

The foUowingfew lines ofmodule C/C++ source code perform a simple basis for
implementing a fuU featured network computing server via dynamic modules:

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11 FILE: mns.cpp -- A simple HuPAD network computing server module
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
#include <sys/socket.h>
11 With HuPAD 1.4.1 on Linux 2.0
#include <arpa/inet.h>
HFUNC( initmod, HCstatic )
11 Start up automatically when loaded
11 Install Internet socket and listen
{ struct sockaddr_in sa;
struct sockaddr
sac;
int saclen=sizeof(sac);
int y=l, shandle = socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAH, 0 );
setsockopt( shandle, SOL_SOCKET,SO_REUSEADDR, (char*)&y,sizeof(y) );
bzero( (char*) &sa, sizeof(sa) );
sa.sin_port = htons(4711);
sa.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY); sa.sin_family = AF_INET;
bind( shandle, (struct sockaddr*) &sa, sizeof(sa) );
listen( shandle,l );
int stream = accept( shandle, &sac, &saclen );
write( stream, "CONNECTED", 9 );
for (; ;) {
11 Mainloop: read, compute and answer
write( stream, "\nINPUT : ", 9 );
char buf[2000]="\0", *pnt=buf;
do { read( stream, pnt, 1 ); } while ( *pnt++!='\n' ); pnt = '\0';
if( strncmp(buf,"quit",4)=0 ) break;
char *output = MFexpr2text( MFexec( MF(buf) ) );
write( stream, "OUTPUT: ", 8 );
write( stream, output, strlen(output) );
} write( stream, "CLOSED\n", 8 );
shutdown( shandle, 2 );
MFterminateO;
} MFEND

11 Close connection and terminate
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Starting the MuPAD kernel as shown below, instructs it to suppress the output
of the banner and to load the dynamic module mns. mdm. As soon as this is
loaded, MuPAD automatically begins to act as a network computing server:
andi>echo "module(mns)" I dmupad -S
This server can now be accessed from arbitrary hosts of the Internet, e.g. using
a simple telnet dient as demonstrated below:
andi> telnet localhost 4711
Connected to localhost.
CONNECTED
INPUT: diff(ln(x),x);
OUTPUT: x-(-l)
INPUT: DIGITS:=42: float(PI);
OUTPUT: 3.14159265358979323846264338327950288419716
INPUT : quit
CLOSED
Using (standardized) mathematical interprocess communication protocols like
MP or OpenMath, allowing multiple connections and induding authentification
methods, this can be extended to a full features server for scientific symbolic
and algebraic computing and mayaiso be used as a basis for web computing57.
Every user as weil as special interest groups can implement and provide arbitrary
communication interfaces to interact with MuPAD in a computer network. Refer
to the papers [21, 22, 110] to read about similar applications.

1.4.2.4

C-Caller Computing Server

An alternative to using a CAS as network computing server, is to access its kernel directly as so-called C-caller version. For this, the CAS kemel can be made
available as a machine code library which can be linked to user applications and
accessed directly on a C/C++ programming leve1. 58 In fact, this is very similar
to using computer algebra C/C++ libraries.
This is useful for any kinds of applications which need to do some symbolic
and/or algebraic computations, for example as needed in mechanical engineering
etc. The CAS can be used as back end, totally transparent to the user. Linking
57This may be used via a simple telnet HTML reference and can also be driven by CGI or
Java scripts respectively Java applets.
58For example, the CAS Maple provides a C-caller version with the name MathEdge [104]
for Microsoft Windows operating systems.
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the CAS kern el into the program fil e also provides very fast data excha nge and
avoids control integration problems wh ich may occur when interacting with
extern al programs li ke a network comput ing server.
A first version of a MuPAD C-caller computing server has been developed for
MuPAD 1.3.0 and documented with the Technical Report MuLib [79]. It was used
and integrated into a mechanical engineering software tool written in Smalltalk
by Holgel' Biber. This is described in the Thesis [8]. Figure 1.26 demonstrates
how the MuPAD C-caller computing server can be used from a user application .

l

User's Application Program

t
MuJ'AD Text
Communication Inltrf3ce

(MT CI)

11

MuPAD
Dl1laStruclun:;s
DAGi

!\'1uPAD Applicltion
l'rogrdmming Interface

(MAPI)

MuPAD Kernel
MuPADLibrm

i

Figure 1.26: Scheme of the MuPAD C-Caller Co mputin g Server MuLib
Two different interfaces are provided for accessing the CAS kernel: first, a text
(character strin g) based communication interface (MTCI) using the MuPAD
programming language as in put/output form at, and second , the MuPAD Application Programming Interface (MAPI)59 for directly accessing MuPAD kernel
routines as well as all MuPAD built-in and library functions. In fact, iVITCI is
realized via t he MuPAD interpreter interface provided by MAPI.
MuLib was made available as a static, C/C++ compiled machine code library.
But in principle t hree kinds of li nking a CAS kernel can be distinguished :
Statical linked kernel: This is very easy to provide and use and is suitable for
all applications wh ich permanently use the linked GAS kerne!. Since it is
linked during the complete life cycle of t he user's application , it consumes
reso urces even if it is not cu rrently used.
Jmplicitly dynamical linked kernel: The advantage of this method is, that the
GAS kernel can be exchanged later with no neee! to recompi le the user's
application. For this, the GAS kernel must be compiled and li nked to a
dynamic link library (see Section 1. 2.4.1).
59 See Part II, Chapter 6 Application Progrannning Interface (MA PI) for a description.
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Explicitly dynamical linked kemel: Here, the GAS kernel can be linked on
demand by the user's application. Furthermore, the GAS kernel can be
unlinked if it is no longer needed. This supports a better resource management for those applications that do not need to access the GAS kernel
very often. A typical application may be, e.g., an interactive book, which
loads the GAS kernel only when the user wants to compute examples.
This additionally requires the implementation of a dynamic library interface as provided with dynamic modules (see Section 1.2.2.1) and, for
operating systems and compilers which do not support implicit address resolving appropriately, the implementation of alternative address resolving
strategies as used with dynamic modules (see Section 1.2.4.3).
Using displacement strategies for unlinking the GAS automatica1ly, if it
was not used for a specific amount of time, is possible with the restriction
that former computed intermediate results get lost. To avoid this problem,
the same method as for temporary static modules may be used to let the
application respectively the end user control the GAS kernel displacement.
However, if the GAS kernel provides a feature to save its current state
and to continue its work at this position when it is reloaded, GAS kernel
displacement can be realized easily.
On UNIX operating systems, the MuPAD C-caller computing server MuLib can
be used as demonstrated with the example below. For a more detailed description please refer to the Technica1 Report [79].
/ ••• calc.cc - A simple command line calculator •••••••••••••• /
#include "mupad.h"
/. Interfaces: MTCI + KAPI ./
main( int argc, char .argvD )
{ if( argc < 2 " argc > 2 ) {
putS(IIusage : calc \"expression\" \n")j exit(l)j
}

I ••• Path of the MuPAD language library ••••••••••••••••••• /
ehar
lpath[128]j
sprintf( lpath, "Xs/share/lib", getenv("MuPAD_ROOT_PATH") ) j
/ ••• Startup and initialise the MuPAD kemel •••••••••••••• /
mupadInit( lpath ) j
/ ••• Evaluate the given expression •••••••••••••***********1
mupadEval ( argv [1], stdout ) j

1*** Terminate the MuPAD kamel
return( mupadExitO ) j
}

**.***••••••••••••••••••••• /
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The MuLib package provides a Makefile template. For the sampIe code above,
the Makefile just has to be extended with the following lines for compiling and
linking the application calc with the MuPAD kernel library:
eale:

cale.cc
$(CC) $(MCFLAGS)

-0

ealc cale.cc -lmupad $(MLFLAGS)

Then, the new created program calc can be used as demonstrated below:
andi> ./calc 'limit((l+l/n)-n,n;infinity)'
E

andi> ./calc 'DIGITS:;136: float(PI);'
3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197169399375105820974944592307\
816406286208998628034825342117067982148086513282306647093844609550582

1.4.2.5

Problem Solving Environments

In combination with the concept of dynamic modules for flexible and efficient
software integration and the concept of domains wh ich provides object-oriented
programming features, macro parallelism provides the t hird pillar for developing
MuPAD as a basis for an open and parallel problem solving environment for
mathematical applications and high-performance computing [52, 91, 95).
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Figure 1.27: Main Components of the MuPAD PSE
The technologies listed above support the dynamic intercon nection of MuPAD
with computer algebra and numeric libraries and any kind of special purpose
systems for solving mathematical problems via joint and distributed parallel
computing in heterogeneo us computer networks. External software components
and knowledge can be re-used easily, very efficiently and in a co nven ient way.
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Alternatively, the dynamic(!) integration of (possibly several different) docking
components via dynamic modules supports the embedding of MuPAD into other
problem solving environments. Good prospects for this are seen in providing
MP, OpenMath, CORBA and JAVA interfaces in the future. With this, dynamic
modules provide a very flexible support for (re-)using MuPAD as computing
server in other applications.

1.5

Summary and Out look

This section sums up the experinces made with implementing and using dynamic
modules and gives abrief outlook on further perspectives.

1.5.1

Problems

1.5.1.1

Operating System Incompatibilities

During the implementation of dynamic modules in MuPAD, problems occurred
due to the fact, that a wide range of hardware and software platforms is supported, e.g., Microsoft Windows 95/NT, Apple Macintosh 7.x and several UNIX
operating systems which differ from each other in the little details more than
expected before. These technical problems were solved with getting more and
more experiences with the different operating systems and computing platforms.

1.5.1.2

Rapid Development

Due to the fact, that the MuPAD kernel was (and still is) developed further very
rapidly, the implementation and improvement of the concept of dynamic modules was often slowed down, because important kernel interfaces changed and
the software integration components had to follow theses changes. Now, these
components represent a fully integrated and widely used part of the MuPAD
kernei, which makes its maintenance easy.
Similar problems, when implementing the concept of dynamic modules in other
interactive general purpose CAS, can be avoided by following the strategy described in Section 1.2.4. Moreover, the concept of dynamic modules has arrived
its stable state and can be implemented quickly.
Since MuPAD is not only an academic project but also a commercial product
with periodical releases, user support etc., the implementation, the use and the
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support of dynamic modules in an interactive general purpose CAS could be
tested in practice in a reallife environment. It was seen, that dynamic modules
perform an appropriate technology for rapid prototyping and supporting users
with extensions and special features in a very short time.
1.5.1.3

Compiler Incompatibilities

From the early beginning, the implementation language of MuPAD and dynamic
modules changed from plain C defined by Kernighan and Ritchie [39] to ANSI-C
[6] and last (but not least?) to C++ [93] today.
As with the operating systems, also using many different C/C++ compilers and
compiler releases, e.g. ce, gcc, ace, xlC, CC, g++, MetroWorks CodeWarrior and
Visual C++, may lead to technical problems if one has only few experiences with
them. Being more experienced, the problems like different calling conventions,
different conventions for internal symbolic names, different interfaces for linking
machine code dynamically etc. can be handled in a reasonable amount of time.
For some of them, solutions are presented in Section 1.2.4.
1.5.1.4

Non-C/C++ Programming Languages

Using machine code compiled from other programming languages than C/C++
within dynamic modules depends on the operating system, the compiler and
linker which are used. In principle there is no problem in linking different kinds
of machine code, since it is supported quite weIl on most platforms. For exampIe, programming languages like C, C++, Fortran, Pascal and also AXIOM-XL60
(respectively A#, Aldor), either use a plain C default linkage format or allow the
user to declare and define routines following the plain C conventions. These can
be declared, linked and used as extern "C" routines within dynamic modules.
This is demonstrated in Part 11, Section 10.7.2 Integrating PASCAL Routines
and as mentioned with the integration of the NAG Fortran library in Section
1.3.2.2 as weIl as with AXIOM-XL compiled code (see below).
1.5.1.5

Memory Management Incompatibilities

Integrating several software components using different memory managers may
cause heavy problems up to memory and segmentation faults, e.g. when garbage
6°Refer to the Manual [103], Chapter III.19 Using AXIOM-XL with C.
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collectors operate on the program stack. There is no general solution to avoid
such problems when linking arbitrary software components together.
Such problems occur when integrating algorithms implemented in AXIOM-XL
(Aldor, A#) directly into MuPAD via dynamic modules. Calling a AXIOM-XL
compiled routine currently leads to a segmentation fault of the MuPAD kernel 1.4.1. The listing below shows the calling sequence of a module function
msieve: :new which calls an AXIOM-XL compiled routine sieve:
(signal handler ca11ed>
OX8ea9ff90 in stoGcHarkRange 0 at HMGmsieve.cpp:167
Oxeea9fe60 in stoGcMark () at KHGmsieve.cpp:167

#6

.7

.a
#9
#10
.11
.12
113

OX8ea9fd24 in stoGcHarkAndSv8ep 0 at MKGmsiave.cpp:167
0%88aa1730 in stoGe () at HKGmsieve. cpp: 167
OX88agee4c in pBgssGet 0 at HKGmsieve. cpp: 167

piec8sGetFi.%ed 0 at HMGmsieve.cpp:161
stoAlloc 0 at HKGmsieve.cpp:167
tbINovO () .t HMGmsiovo.cpp:167
tbIGIobals1nit () .t HMGmsiove.cpp:167
fiExportGlobalFun () a. HMGmsieve.cpp:167
INIT__ O_Bsieve 0 at aBieve.Bs:6
siave (PO_n=10) at Bsieve.as:l
.19 Oxeea6ad8c in HFeval_msiev8_nev (MV _args=Ox318c48 t • • • ) at msieve. cpp:20

'14
.15
.16
.17
.18

Oxeea9f27c
OxeeaaOdac
Oxoo.92548
Oxoo.92004
Oxee.92038
Oxeea6cb68
Oxeea6b048

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

Tracing the activities of the routine sieve, one can see that it first initializes the
memory manager. This starts the garbage collector which results in a program
crash. 61 Due to this fact, currently AXIOM-XL algorithms can only be bound to
MuPAD via interprocess communication, e.g., as demonstrated below: 62
»

moduleCcom):
com(llbernina");

» bernina:=

Computing Server 'berninB'

»

bernina: :dataO j
644

» print( Un'luoted, barnin.: :go.O ):
11 \
1 1 \

1T

BE R KIN A 0.1.11.

\
\
1
1

1

1

A Sum.-it server

1
1
Usa "'D to terminate session

»
»

bendna: :put("tex(x/42) :\0"):
bernina: :timeout(10):

»

bernina: :get();

1

\

\

1 \
\ \
1 \

1

\

FALSE
"{{l} \\over {42}}\\,x\n"

» bernina: :close():
61 After discussing with other Aldor users, it has to be stated, that this problem may also
be caused by well-known bugs of the Aldor runtime environment.
62Bernina performs a front end to the Aldor compiled Sum-i t Jibrary (see Section 1.4.2.2).
The coming version of the MuPAD-Bernina interface (see footnote 56) is based on the interprocess communication module com which is demonstrated above.
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However, many other software packages were dynamically linked into MuPAD
as dynamic modules -to mention some of them, e.g. NTL, PVM, MP, MAGNUM,
GF2Fac [102] and more- and on the other hand, the MuPAD C-caller version was
embedded into a Smalltalk programming environment (see Section 1.4.2.4).
Until now, no problems occurred in combination with extern al code other than
AXIOM-XL compiled code.

1.5.1.6

Data Representation

The fact, that different kinds of data representations are used by different software packages, is a problem of software integration in general. Dynamic modules do not offer a solution for this, but support methods for converting MuPAD
data to/from C/C++ objects which may be converted or translated further. If
a transparent sharing of data between several software components is required,
either the provided methods must be used or other more standardized docking
components, e.g. MP, OpenMath or CORBA, must be integrated into the dynamic
module to support this.

1.5.2

Efficiency, Flexibility and Convenience

As discussed in Section 1.1.4, concepts of software integration are to be valued
according to the aspects of efficiency, fiexibility and convenience.

1.5.2.1

Efficiency

In several tests, the overhead of using a module function with respect to using
MuPAD buHt-in functions was measured. The tests showed no significant differences in calling and executing times. This corresponds to the view on the
lean implementation of calling module functions. The overhead of addressing
module functions and executing their machine code is small with respect to
calling MuPAD functions in general.
The tests were made on SunSPARC workstations running SunOS/Solaris with
a XlI Window System. First, the MuPAD built-in function null 0 63 was reimplemented as module function. This is a function with a minimal execution
time so that the overhead of calling it should be visible very well. Second, middle
63 nullO

returns the object of type DOM_NULL. Refer to the Manual [101].
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grained MuPAD buHt-in funetions like strmatchO and substring0 64 were reimplemented as module funetions. All functions were collected in one module,
which all in all eontained 20 module functions. The module was eompHed with
the module generator, using resolver functions (see Section 1.2.4.3) for resolving
addresses of MuPAD kernel objects, and loaded in a MuPAD session. Then its
module funetions were exported using the command export 65 • All module
functions and their eorresponding buHt-in functions were executed 10000 times
and the exeeuting times were meassured with the MuPAD eommand time0 66 •
Experiments like this showed a fluetuation of about 1-2% in the execution time
of all buHt-in and module functions executed in MuPAD. The reason for this
is the ehanging load of a multitasking system which is integrated into a loeal
area network. The differences in execution time between the module functions
and their corresponding buHt-in functions were always very elose to this 1-2%
fluctuation. With this, in practical applications we ean say that calling and
executing module functions has no sigificant overhead with respect to using
built-in functions.
Furthermore, all three kinds of address resolving methods supported for dynamic modules were compared: native linking and the use of a symbol table
and resolver function (see Section 1.2.4.3 for details). One should expect, that
native linking is the fastest, since it is a buHt-in feature of optimized operating
systems and compHers. However, all tests showed that there is no significant
speed-up when using native linking in contrast to using the implemented alternative address resolving methods for dynamic modules.
All in all we can state, that the current implementation is efficient and the provided alternative address resolving methods are about as fast as native implicit
address resolving. The fact, that there is no loss of efficiency when calling external routines via the concept of dynamic modules with respect to calling statical
linked built-in functions of the MuPAD system demonstrates, that this method
is suitable for realizing a modular kernel design and fine grained interactions
with external routines.

1.5.2.2

Flexibility

When discussing the flexibility of dynamie modules, one must distinguish the
point of view of the MuPAD developers from that of usual MuPAD users:
64 Refer to the Manual [101J.
65Refer to Part II, Section 1.2.2 How to Use Modules.
66nullO measures CPU execution time. Refer to the Manual [101J.
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Extended features for MuPAD users:
Users have access to documented C++ routines and variables of the
kerne!. They can extend and adapt it accord ing to their need and are thus
more independent of t he developer 's suppo rt than users of other CAS.

=}

=} New optional C/C++ written tools and features can be developed
and distributed publicly,67 independently of the developers. They can
be loaded on demand and managed dynamically. Also software packages
which are publicly available in the Internet can be integrated . This includes software written in other programming languages than C/C++.

[

1

MuPAD
Dvnarnic Modules
MarI! Packages

GMP NAG
NTL IMSL
MAGNUM

...

Components
C Fortran
Windows Molif

e++

Threads

...

Figure 1.28: Integrating Mathematical Software Packages
=} Other concepts of software integration (see Section 1.1.4) can be simulated, respectively used, within dynam ic modules, e.g., integrating interprocess communication protocols, network services and docking components as demonstrated in Section 1.4 and Part Ir, Chapter 10.

Figure 1.29: Integrating Other Docking Components
=} As described above, dynamic modules are a very flexible way of supporting users in interacting with special purpose systems and other tools.
=} The gap between interactive general purpose CAS and computer algebra C/C++ libraries is closed , even if the current MuPAD Application
Programming Interface does not satisfy all needs of C/C++ library users.
7
6 See Part TI , Sectiorl1.4 Challenges and Contr'iuutions and Seetion l.2 .l.8 as weil as Seetion
l.4.1 Joined and Extemal Pr-ojects for some current examples.
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Alas, the MuPAD kernel was not designed to be accessed by users as
a C/C++ library from the beginning. However, the technology is now
available and an appropriate programming interface can be provided in
the future. With this, MuPAD becomes even a bit less of a black box.

=> The user can implement hybrid algorithms using the MuPAD and
C/C++ programming languages in combination. This supports rapid
development as weH as the implementation of very fast code.
Extended features for MuPAD developers:

=> In addition to the possibilities of usual MuPAD users, the developers
have fuH access to aH internal C/C++ routines and data of the MuPAD
kernel from within dynamic modules. They can change its behavior and
extend the system by nearly any feature desired. This includes the techniques described in Section 1.1.4.2.
=> New releases or updates of interactive general purpose CAS - and thus
new features - are usually provided in intervals of 1-2 years. In contrast
to this, module extensions and (some kind of) bug fixes can be provided
to users and special interest groups easily and in a very short time with
no need to change the MuPAD kernel itseIf. Depending on the complexity
and the amount of documentation which shall be provided, this can be
done in weeks up to a few days. The MuPAD macro parallelism [94, 96]
for distributed parallel computing can be seen as an example for this.
=> Having a modular CAS instead of a huge monolithic system has also
advantages with respect to the commercial aspect. It aHows to provide
users a scalable CAS, in the sense that a basic system with a large pool of
optional packages can be offered. The idea of providing optional CAS language library packages and notebooks can now also be applied to machine
code packages providing special interprocess communication protocols and
other docking components, special purpose and high-speed algorithms, extended user interfaces, special support for using standard software such
as the IMSL and NAG library, and more.
=> In addition to static C/C++ written buHt-in functions and (with respect to them) slower, in the MuPAD programming language written library functions, the developers can now provide special features via module functions. This supports the modular kernel design and a flexible and
efficient resource management.
=> Dynamic modules can be used (and are used) as a platform for rapid
prototyping in MuPAD (see Section 1.3.1.5).
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=> Last but not least, due to their fiexibility dynamic modules are the
technical platform for ongoing and future research projects and cooperations with mathematical and engineering research teams world-wide.
1.5.2.3

Convenience

Dynamic Modules are easy to write, due to a lean C/C++ Application Programming Interface with an optional programming toolbox. Module source code can
easily be compiled to machine code which is executable within MuPAD using
the module generator. On Windows 95/NT operating systems this can simply
be done via drag and drop.
Dynamic modules and module functions can be used exactly like library packages and library functions. (Mathematical) domains implemented via dynamic
modules, can be used in the same native way as domains written in the MuPAD
programming language. With this, users can dynamically integrate new algorithms and data structures quickly and easily into MuPAD - e.g. user-defined
algorithms, MuPAD compiled C/C++ or Fortran code, computer algebra and
numeric libraries, special purpose systems etc. -, allowing MuPAD to also have
the functionality and efficiency of theses tools. Furthermore, all theses features
can be used interactively within a convenient and object-oriented mathematical
working environment.
The development of module applications is further supported by the ability of
automatically creating Makefiles for compiling and linking module source files
when building larger projects as weil as by providing tracing and debugging
features as demonstrated in Part II, Section 8.7 Debugging Dynamie Modules
and Section 10.1.7 Automatie Debugging 0/ Modules.
MAPI provides two ways of interacting with the kerne!. On the one hand, users
can create and manipulate MuPAD expressions directly using MAPI routines
like MFnew ... , MFop ... , MFsubs ... etc., and on the other hand, they can use
routines like MFcall, MF and MFexpr2text to interact with the MuPAD interpreter. 68 The first one is very efficient, the second is slower but more convenient
for complex operations. The current implementation ofMAPI provides a suitable
low-level interface to the MuPAD kerne!. However, the fact that the MuPAD
memory management (MAMMUT [60]) is visible to the users, sometimes makes
programming a bit complicated for unexperienced users. Thus, in the future
it should be hidden by a convenient interface providing easy-to-use C/C++
classes for using MuPAD data types.
68For details refer to Part II, Chapter 6 Application Programming Interface (MAPI).
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From the developers point of view, the modular GAS kemel design and the
possibilities to distribute optional packages, updates and (some kind of) kemel
bug fixes independently of the kemel itself simplify maintenance and greatly
support joint activities with researchers worldwide.

1.5.3

Results

The development of the concept of dynamic modules as a base technology of
software integration in interactive general purpose GAS is a very special domain
of research in computer algebra. However, it is of great interest for developers
and users of such systems.
Software integration in GAS is a relative new domain which gets its increasing
relevancy from many applications in research and industry as well as from new
concepts of doing mathematics using problem solving environments. The great
importance of this research and the fact that this ia a relative new and current
domain of research is also shown with the very first session about Computer
Algebra and Software Integration [5] that was organized at the IMAGS AGA'97
conference.
This is the reason why research papers about new concepts of software integration are some kind of rare. Most concurrent research is done in developing
mathematical interprocess communication protocols like MP and OpenMath (discussed in Section 1.1.4.2). The difference between this approach and the concept
of dynamic modules is that these protocols use well-known technologies to exchange information but provide new concepts to standardize the representation
and meaning of mathematical data, whereas dynamic modules provide a new
efficient and flexible technology to interface mathematical software tools from
within interactive general purpose GAS. AB demonstrated with MP in Part 11
Section 10.6.2 The MP Protocol and Part 11 Section 10.5.4 Inter/acing Singular
both concepts work together quite weIl for special applications.
From the beginning, the concept of dynamic modules was developed to support
modular GAS kemel design instead of the monolithic design of current GAS
kemels. This approach now has also been picked up by other GAS developers:
On a mini-symposium organized by NAG Ltd. and Waterloo Maple Inc. at the
ISSAG'98 conference at the University ofRostock, Germany, both announced: 69

As computers become more powerful, and operating systems support more complex models 0/ interaction, users haue a right to expect
69http://vvvteo.informatik.uni-rostock.de/ISSAC98/mini-symposium.html,
Mike Dewar, The JiUture

0/ Mathematical Problem-Sollling Environments.
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that it is only a matter of time before mathematical software moves
away from the monolithic, closed environments they are currently
familiar with to more open, flexible, component-based architectures.

What has been achieved with developing and implementing this very new concept of software integration (dynamic modules), is the realization of a very
flexible, open and non-monolithic interactive general purpose CAS which now
provides a basis to develop problem solving environments for concrete mathematical applications.

1.5.4

Perspectives

The ability of easily reusing software components within a CAS, and the other
way round making the CAS itself reusable within larger environments in an
easy, flexible and very efficient way, gets more and more relevancy with the
ongoing process of using such systems for scientific computing in research and
industrial applications.
The concept of dynamic modules greatly increases the flexibility of extending an
interactive general purpose CAS, interconnecting it with other software components and using several different packages and algorithms simultaneously. With
this, the CAS becomes an open and modular system.
Furthermore, it enables users and developers to simulate and use other concepts of software integration within dynamic modules. In this sense it applies
the principles of software integration to the broad field of mathematical applications.
Beyond the technical aspects, the joined projects and several developed module
applications show that dynamic modules can increase the efficiency of interactive general purpose CAS and greatly support the re-usage of CAS and other
software components for building new problem solving environments.
The concept of dynamic modules may help to provide users more modular and
more open CAS in the future and mayaIso lead to CAS which are no longer as
much of a black box as current monolithic systems are. Furthermore, dynamic
modules support developing current interactive general purpose CAS to even
more flexible problem solving environments in the future.

Part 11
User's Manual and Programming Guide
Part II describes the user and programming interface of dynamic modules in
MuPAD 1.4. It contains an introduction to MuPAD internals and many examples
of module applications including their C/C++ source code on an accompanying
CD-ROM.
This book is meant for those who want to use, develop and maintain dynamic
modules in MuPAD. This part of the Ph.D. thesis was published in advance by
Springer Verlag Berlin . Heidelberg . New York: Dynamic Modules - User's
Manual and Programming Guide for MuPAD 1.4, Andreas Sorgatz, October
1998, ISBN 3-540-65043-1 [85].
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